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Perez File s Grievance
Chantal Gabel
News Editor

English professor Dr. Hiram
Perez was denied tenure at a meet
ing held Dec. 9, and has since filed
a grievance with the Union (Local
1904, AFT/AFL-CIO) against the
adm inistration of MSU.
“Unfortunately, [since I’ve filed
a grievance], this means I should
avoid commenting on the case,” said
Perez.
A grievance, as explained by Vice
President for Human Resources
Judith Hain, “may be filed by an
individual or by the union. First,
there is an opportunity for informal
resolution,” she said. “If th at fails,
or is not engaged, then a grievance
hearing is held at the university.”
According to Hain, there is a
grievance hearing officer, and the
person(s) who filed the grievance
are given a chance to state their
case to th at officer.
“Witnesses are heard, evidence
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Campus
Rental
Cars On
The Way
Douglas McIntyre
Staff Writer

The MSU adm inistration is
hoping to bring “Sm art Cars” on
campus next semester, a program
whose intent is to buy four or five
Je ssic a Havery I The M ontclarion
MSU faculty and students gathered in protest this past December to sup' cars for the university th at stu
dents can rent and use.
port Dr. Hiram Perez. Perez, a professor at MSU since 2001, has been
denied tenure as of December.
Elaine Cooper, D irector of
Transportation,
said th at most of
is submitted and the hearing offi cess can take anywhere from a few
the
plans
have
yet to be worked
cer renders a w ritten determina weeks to a few months.
out.
In November, The Montclarion
tion,” Hain added. “If the individ“A Request for a proposal is
ualAmion is not satisfied with the reported th at the dean of the
being
developed at this time,” she
departm ent,
M ary
disposition of the grievance at this English
said.
Until
the bid is awarded, the
point, they may file for arbitra
plans
cannot
be finalized.
“GRIEVANCE”
CONTINUED
ON
P.3
tion.” Hain explained th at this pro“The reason this project is being
explored is with the goal of pro
viding additional transportation
options to member of the university
community,” said Cooper.
Cooper met with the members of
the
executive board of the SGA and
“This
obviously
smells
of
dis
NCAA DI Championships three
informed
them of the idea.
crim
ination
and
retaliation;
to
times.
“[Students]
will be able to rent
hire
an
unknown
coach
over
Sabol
The 26 year old served as an
those
cars
on
specific
days if you
makes
absolutely
no
sense.”
assistant coach at Menlo College
have
work
and
you
don’t
have a cm
Sabol’s
affidavit
consists
of
for three years; during th at time,
on
campus,”
SGA
president
Angelo
countless
allegations,
mostly
10 players received All-American
Lilia
said
at
the
SGA
meeting
on
against
Gera.
.
honors, and 15 received honorable
Jan.
18.
Some
of
them
include
neglect
of
mentions.
According to Lilia, students
However, coach Torres had never the wrestling facilities, which aided
would
be able to reserve one of the
in
causing
injuries
to
three
players,
served as a head coach before, and
cars
online
for the needed amount
failure
to
inform
MSU
wrestling
according to MSU’s athletic website
of
time.
All-American
Derrick
Goduto
of
his
he has never been an All-American
They would then gain access to
ineligibility in 2004, failure to ade
on any level.
the
car by means of a swipe card
quately
secure
Panzer
Gym
after
a
Sabol, 37, was an Olympic alter
key
allowing them to enter the car
videotaping
incident
and
unequal
nate for the U.S. Greco-Roman
at
their
designated time. The igni
treatm
ent
among
male
and
female
W restling team in 1992 and 1996.
tion
key
would remain in the car.
coaches
and
student
athletes.
He was also a five-time U.S. GrecoAt the University of Wisconsin, a
In Sabol’s 40th point on the
Roman All-American, two-time
University Greco-Roman National affidavit he says, “I believe th at variation on this program has been
Champion, head coach at the U.S. Gera wanted to term inate my in place since 2003, according to
Merchant M arine Academy for one employment with MSU because I the university’s website.
The cars at th at university can be
season, and served as assistant complained about differential treat
coach for Steve Strellner at MSU ment of male and female coaches rented per day. One small sedan
and student athletes, and issues of costs $16 a day to rent, and includes
for four seasons.
fuel, insurance, repairs, and up to
Last year, Sabol was named the public concern.”
He added, “Undoubtedly when 40 miles.
Metropolitan Coach of the Year and
Users are charged an additional
was nominated for the D ill Coach Gera realized I had full knowledge
of the Year Award, as well. Throw of the situation with the women’s 10 cents per mile over 40 when the
in the fact th at no adm inistrator basketball program, she would car is returned.
Other larger vehicles, like minihas told The Montclarion or Sabol find a way to quickly discredit me
why he was not chosen for the and sever my relationship with the vans and SUVs, can be rented for
a larger cost. Hybrid vehicles are
position, and there is now an air of University.”
In his 36th allegation, Sabol also available.
doubt surrounding the decision.
In order to rent one of the cars
“It’s unbelievable: the decision explains th at “the women’s basket
they made to not have him return,” ball coach (female) was allowed to from the University of Wisconsin,

Former Coach Sues
Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

Former MSU w restling head
coach Joe Sabol has filed a charge
of discrimination against the uni
versity w ith the United States
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC).
His claim states th at he was
not hired as the full-time head
wrestling coach at MSU based on
personal vendettas from Athletic
Director Holly Gera.
On July 19, 2005 Jam es Torres
was hired by Gera to be MSLPs
10th wrestling head coach. Sabol
interviewed for the job and was cho
sen as one of the three finalists.
NYU head w restling coach,
Bruce Haberli was offered the posi
tion first, once he declined, the job
was given to Torres.
The decision raised eyebrows
around the MSU wrestling commu
nity especially after Sabol’s push
to restore the wrestling program
which had been cut on Jan. 20 of
th at year.
When their credentials are com
pared from an objective standpoint,
the decision to hire Torres instead
of Sabol could be considered ques
tionable.
Torres is an Indiana University said David M. Fish, Sabol’s attor
graduate who qualified for the ney.
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New
Shuttles
Arriving
Fall 2006
Rachael Warmington
Staff Writer

MSU will be receiving more
shuttle buses in the upcoming Fall
2006 semester, according to Elaine
Cooper, Director of Transportation.
The need for new buses at MSU
is due to an increase in students
parking in the NJ Transit garage,
and the construction of the Village
at Little Falls, according to Cooper.
The new buses w ill have
increased carrying capacity, mak
ing it possible to hold either 33 pas
sengers and two mobility devices or
39 passengers without the mobility
devices.
The new buses will also have
LED signage and low emission lev
els m aking them environmentally
friendly.
Before the shuttles can be used,
they will be tested by the Federal
Transit. Administration on roads
th at can accomodate them. If the
buses fail the FTA testing they will
not be distributed to the univer
sity.
According to Cooper, four of the
buses will be federally funded.
Cooper is also encouraging stu
dents to become shuttle drivers.
“We would like to recruit students
for our Student Shuttle Driver pro“ SH U TTLES” CONTINUED ON P .3

Dominique W ilson I The M ontclarion

“ C A R S” CONTINUED ON P.3

The new environmentally friendly
shuttle buses, which are set to
arrive this Fall sem ester, will be
able to hold 39 passengers so stu
dents will no longer have to wait
for the next bus to come.
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MSU Campus Calendar
MONDAY 6

THURSDAY 2
Chinese Spring Festival, SC
Dining Room, 6:30 p.m.
ASSIST Coffee House - SC Ratt,
9:00 p.m.
FRIDAY 3

Let’s Talk About Sex - Open
discussion. Drop-In Center,
4:30-5:30 p.m.
NAACP: Worldwide GenocideMovie and dicussion in recogni
tion of black history month. SC
Dining Room, 7:00 p.m.

rtis

SGA Notes
- S G A M ontclair Fest
will be held April 22 in
the Amphitheater
- The S G A Executive
Board election dates
will be announced next
week
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Wear Red Day
TUESDAY 7

C1C Concert, SC Ballrooms,
8:00 p.m.
MSU Ice Hockey vs. SUNY-Stony
Brook, Floyd Hall Arena, 9:20 p.m.

Career Development Discussion on internships.
Career Development Center,
2:30-3:30 p.m.

Phi Beta Sigma: Super Bowl
Party, SC Ratt, 5:00 p.m.

Corrections

NASO: African History 101
An educational forum focused
on reclaiming Africa’s rightful
place in history. SC 419,
7:00 p.m.

The Montclarion misassigned

Japan Club: Anime Night, SC
Commuter Lounge, 8:00 p.m.

The Police
Report:
Underage Drinking And
Harassment Top Police Reports
1/26/06 - Patricia Johnson, 42, Orange,
was arrested for trespassing and unlaw
ful possession of a nine-inch steak knife.
She is awaiting a court date in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
1/27/06 - Student Nicole Moran was
issued a summons for supplying alcohol
to minors. Students Craig Moran and
Jill Koehler w ere issued summonses for
underage consumption of alcohol. All
three are awaiting court dates in Little
Falls Municipal Court.
1/28/06 - Students Joseph Baptist, Joseph
Aquino, Jimmy Vo and John Maiello were
issued summonses for underage consump
tion of alcohol. All three are awaiting
court dates in Clifton Municipal Court.
1/29/06 - A female Village resident report
ed receiving harassing phone calls from
her current boyfriend's ex-girlfriend. The
victim refused to file criminal complaints.
1/31/06 - Student Stephanie I. Vicari was
arrested for simple assault after UPD offi
cers observed her strike her boyfriend in
the face w ith an open hand slap. Vicari
was released on bail and is awaiting a
court date in Passaic County Superior
Court.
1/31/06 - Student Welsley Curry was
arrested for trespassing in Bohn Hall after
he was notified that he was not allowed
in Bohn Hall. Curry is awaiting a court
date in Clifton Court.

Anyone w ho has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.
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SGA Open Forum - SC
Ballrooms, 1:00-3:00 p.m.

OSAU: This Far By Faith, SC
Ballrooms, 7:00 p.m.

3 .7 5 "

a quote to Anthony Rodriguez
in last week's issue. "I don't
even want to go to bed at
night because I don't want to
wake up in the morning and
go to practice," was actually
said by Sean Hayes.
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SUNDAY 5

distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25
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Glenn Branca (Guitarist),
Kasser Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

The Montclarion is a freely

WEDNESDAYS

SATURDAY 4
MSU Basketball vs. RutgersCamden, Panzer Gym,
Men- 2:00p.m.,
Women - 4:00 p.m.

Montclarion
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COMPILED BY SHAYNA JACOBS

IRVINGTON - The case against
two men charged with a double
killing at an Irvington check
cashing store goes to the jury
Monday after attorneys sparred
over the credibility of the state’s
key witness.
A ssistant Essex County
Prosecutor Linda Childs-Swift
urged the jury in her closing
argument yesterday to use “com
mon sense” in sifting through the
dirt defense attorneys heaped
on Louis Boggs, an accomplice
who implicated defendants Earl
Easterling and Latrey Evans.

She said Boggs had told some
lies in his initial statem ent to
police but th at his testimony
against his two accomplices was
correct in every detail.
NEWARK - After surviving a
powerful explosion and being
evacuated from their Newark
apartm ent, tenants yesterday
found out their home was demol
ished by the city.
The Sunday night blast
ripped through the three-story
building, injuring 14 people, one
critically blowing out windows

National News
ATLANTA, GA - Coretta Scott
King, who turned a life shat
tered by her husband’s assas
sination into one devoted to
enshrining his legacy of h um an
rights and equality, has died at
the age of 78.
Flags at the King Center were
lowered to half-staff Tuesday
Jan. 31.
King died at Santa Monica
H ealth Institute, a holistic
health center in Rosarito Beach,
Mexico, south of San Diego, said
her sister, Edythe Scott Bagley
of Cheyney, Pa.
She had gone to California to

NEWARK - Three people
involved in an elaborate ille
gal scheme to distribute New
Jersey driver’s licenses were
resentenced to stricter term s
yesterday in Superior Court in
Newark.
More than 800 New Jersey
digital driver licenses were dis
tributed without proper docu
mentation. They were aided by
three clerks the East Orange
Motor Vehicle Commission and
pocketed up to $900 for every
license they pushed through ille
gally.

COMPILED BY SHAYNA JACOBS

rest and to be with family, accord
ing to former A tlanta Mayor
Andrew Young, who broke the
news on NBC’s “Today” show.
At a news conference, Young
said Coretta King’s fortitude
rivaled that of her husband.
“We appreciate the prayers
and condolences from people
across the country,” the King
family said in a statement.
The family said she died dur
ing the night.
The widow of the Rev. M artin
Luther King Jr. suffered a seri
ous stroke and heart attack last
August.

International News
OTTAWA, ONTARIO - Canada
last year became only the fourth
nation in the world to allow
same-sex marriages, but that
right could be scrapped after the
new Conservative government
takes power next Monday.
Conservative leader Stephen
Harper, who campaigned on the
promise th at he would allow
Parliament to vote on whether
to reopen the issue, said last
week he “would prefer to do it
sooner rather than later, but not
immediately”.
If Parliam ent approved the

in nearby residences and scat
tering debris all over the neigh
borhood.
It also irreparably damaged
the building’s foundation, said
Thaddeus Kennedy, a Newark
Fire Department spokesman.
Yesterday, even though
investigators were still piecing
together what caused the explo
sion, the building at the comer
of North 13th Street and 7th
Avenue was razed.
“It was literally leaning
backwards,” Kennedy said of the
building.

GOLETA, CA - A former postal
worker shot five people to death
at a huge mail-processing center
and then killed herself in what
was believed to be the nation’s
deadliest workplace shooting
ever carried out by a woman.
Investigators would not
release the killer’s name or dis
cuss a motive or the circum
stances under which she left the
Postal Service two years ago.
The nation’s first deadly
postal shooting in nearly eight
years, sent employees running
from the sprawling Southern
California complex.

ORLANDO, FL - An NFL play
er was arrested in downtown
Orlando over the weekend and
was nearly shot by police.
Cincinnati Bengals receiver
Christopher Henry, 22, was
arrested early Saturday morn
ing on West Central Boulevard,
WESH 2 News reported.
He was arrested on several
felony charges, including aggra
vated assault with a firearm.
Police said Henry pulled a nine
millimeter pistol on a group of
partiers standing near a limo.

COMPILED BY SHAYNA JACOB!

motion, the government would
then introduce legislation chang
ing the definition of marriage
back to th at of a union between
a man and a woman. The gay
marriage law was brought in by
the outgoing Liberals.
RANIYA, IRAQ - Battered by
rampant violence and political
instability, a new threat in Iraq
has been confirmed - the first
case of the deadly bird flu virus
in the Middle East.
A 15-year-old Kurdish girl
who died this month had the

deadly H5N1 strain, Iraq and Hussein and four other defen
dants refused to attend their
U.N. health, officials said.
The discovery has prompted trial Wednesday, and their
a large-scale slaughter of domes defense attorneys boycotted the
tic birds in the northern area proceedings, demanding the
where the teen died as the World removal of the chief judge, who
Health Organization formed an . they claim is biased against the
emergency team to try to con former Iraqi leader.
tain the disease’s spread.
Chief Judge Raouf AbdelIt was not immediately clear Rahman pressed ahead with
how the girl, Shangen Abdul court-appointed defense lawyers
Qader, who died on Jan. 17 in and only three defendants pres
the northern Kurdish town of ent, hearing five prosecution
Raniya, contracted the disease.
witnesses. After a 4 1/2-hour
session, the trial was adjourned
BAGHADA, IRAQ - Saddam until Thursday

www.ttiemontclarion.org
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“resign” after it was discovered th at she was
having sexual relations with student-ath
letes on the team and drinking alcohol with
student athletes in the student dormitories.”
According to the Hofstra graduate, Gera
threatened th at he would regret all of the
hours of work he put into getting the Red
Hawk wrestling team reinstated.
Because these allegations are of a legal
nature, Gera declined to comment on any
thing Sabol had to say.
On Jan. 19, Sabol and representatives
from the university were scheduled to meet
for mediation in Newark at the EEOC head
quarters. On Jan. 18, Fish’s office was called
at noon and he was informed th at the media
tion was cancelled.
Sabol has said th at he is out to show the
bias between Holly and her staff. He has also
said th at his goal is to illustrate th at Gera
has not done a good job as athletic director.
According to the former coach, of all the
checks th at were w ritten out to save the
wrestling program last season, not one of the
donors received a thank you call from Gera.
The condition of the facility has certainly
not changed in th at time either.
“He’s out to protect the student athlete, he
wants justice,” Fish said.
“We think he’s entitled to get his job back
and be paid for the missed time as head
coach. But realistically we know th at the
chances of these things happening are very
slim. Unfortunately, I think they [the uni
versity] will ju st lie about the entire thing.”
University Attorney Valerie vanBaaren
declined to comment about the situation, cit
ing a strict university confidentiality policy
regarding lawsuits. Fish has said th at he is
still waiting to resolve this issue; hopefully
before it goes to trial.

drivers must first become approved.
To do this, they sign an agreement and
have their driving record checked.
Fuel for the car can be purchased with
a fuel card at participating fuel locations,
whose logos are printed on the cards.
There are also a few fuel sites a t the
University of Wisconsin’s service garage,
where the cars also receive repairs.
Junior Theatre major Jessie Lewin isn’t
too pleased with the plan. “That’s such a bad
idea. Where are they going to put [the cars]?
There’s not enough parking as it is.”

GRIEVANCE
CONTINUED FROM P I

Papazian, recommended against tenure caught in the middle of institutional change
for Perez due to “insufficient publications.” and is suffering for it.” She added, “Under the
However, Papazian insists there is no specific circumstances, a grievance seems entirely
amount of publications one must have when appropriate.”
According to Cutler, Perez was recruited
being evaluated for tenure.
to
MSU early in his career, turning down
“There are a number of factors th at go into
offers
from two other schools in an effort to
evaluating faculty for tenure,” said Papazian.
join
the
MSU faculty.
“There’s no defined number of publications,
In his classes, Perez has incorporated
everyone is different. It’s our responsibility
to provide feedback to the faculty th at can guest speakers, mentored students, served on
help them be successful Every individual university-wide committees and in the sum
mer he has taught Literature of Immigration
responds differently.”
Tenure at MSU is a process th at involves to high school teachers.
Perez has also published three essays,
a series of recommendations based upon the
individual from the departm ent personnel and has been invited to speak at conferences
committee, the departm ent chair, the dean and schools across the country.
“He came from a prestigious institution
and then a final recommendation from the
(Columbus University), but was attracted to
provost to the president.
If denied tenure, the individual’s employ Montclair’s reputation as a place th at valued
ment is term inated at the end of the aca scholarship and teaching,” said Cutler. “At
demic year. “This general practice is very any institution with a serious commitment to
common in American higher education,” said affirmative action, he would be regarded as a
success story.”
President Susan A. Cole.
Perez has also been an active member of
Cole chose not to comment specifically on
the case due to the protection of privacy for the Gay/Lesbian Faculty Staff Association
(GLFSA) to the President’s Commission on
Perez.
“I’m deeply disappointed th at he was not Affirmative Action since 2002.
Gil Zlcklin, chair of the GLFSA, wrote a
recommended for tenure,” said Jam es Nash,
English professor. “Sometimes a grievance supporting letter to Dean Rose Mary Howell
and to the provost.
produces a reversal - 1 hope this happens.”
“I regret th at the university adm inistra
Along with the rest of the English depart
ment, Nash signed a letter of protest th at tion turned down his departm ent’s recom
mendation,” said Zicklin.
was published in The Montclarion.
In effort to help Perez receive tenure, a
On Dec. 9, 2005, students and faculty
protested in Perez’s favor at the Board of petition went around campus last semester
Trustees meeting, where the decision was for students in favor of the decision to sign.
According to Papazian, “Student input
publicly announced.
“The English Departm ent values Dr. is im portant. However, there are times and
Perez highly and backed him solidly, as places for th at input.”
Junior psychology major Cassie-Lee
did his students and former students,” said
Backstrom is currently taking a second class
Nash.
History professor Amy Srebnick is dis with Perez. “Perez is a great teacher, a great
appointed th at the departm ent Personnel asset to the English dept.,” she said. “His
Committee’s decision was overruled. “I think class is one of the few classes I actually look
he had a lot to contribute to the university. forward to going to. If he was going to be here
next semester, Fd take him again.”
It’s an enormous loss,” she said.
Papazian said she has looked at “close
MSU faculty, however, weren’t the only
people in support of Perez. Sarita See, assis to” 60 individuals’ portfolios for tenure. “I
tan t professor in Asian/Pacific Islander spend more time with cases on the fence then
American Studies at the University of strong cases. We want to do the right thing,
Michigan, wrote a letter to Provost Richard we take this seriously.”
Papazian, a former associate dean of
A. Lynde urging him to make a positive rec
Oakland
University in Michigan, said the
ommendation.
tenure
process
isn’t something she’s new
See, who uses Perez’s essays in teaching
to.
“I
went
through
tenure, I know what it
her classes, wrote: “There still is always
means
to
be
a
faculty
member.”
something genuinely startling and produc
According
to
Cole,
“only 65 percent of
tively unsettling about the experience of
faculty
candidates
have
received tenure at
reading his scholarship. Such a tenure deci
the
university
over
the
last
10 years, which
sion should be made in context. I must
is
to
say
th
at
35
percent
have
not. This case
underscore how shocked I am by Papazian’s
is
not
different,
and
those
percentages
are
negative decision, despite the structural con
not
unusual
for
a
university
like
Montclair
ditions th at circumscribe his position that
scholars of color generally are all too fam iliar State.”^
Papazian said th at the departm ent is cur
with.”
rently
looking for 19 new faculty members.
Because of Perez’s m ulti-ethnic back
“[MSU]
has a very large faculty, with many
ground, the issue of race has been con
individual
faculty members joining and leav
veyed.
According to English pro
ing
the
University
each year,” said Cole.
fessor Janet Cutler, in 2000 there were 21
Hispanic assistant professors, or 16 percent “The im portant point is that, overall, the
of the frill-time faculty. In 2005, there are University continues to build the strongest
nine (including Perez), or five percent of possible faculty.”
Perez said he is currently being paid, and
the full-time faculty. Cutler said these sta
tistics were, “handed out to the president’s will officially be unemployed by MSU on
:
Affirmative Action Committee from the June 30,2006.
office of EO/AAO.”
Papazian, how
ever, insists th at race played no p art in her
recommendation. “[Race] is no issue to me,”
said Papazian. “I am race and ethnic blind. I
am saddened by this conviction.”
Cole said in the Nov. issue of The
Montclarion, “This institution has worked
hard to have a diverse faculty and student
population.” She added, “The diversity of this
university is not dependent on any single
individual, and no person in the University
Dominique W ilson I The M ontclarion
is offered or refused appointment or tenure Faculty protes ted
against Dean Papazian’s
because of their race or ethnicity.”
recommendation on Dec. 9 , in hopes the
Cutler believes th at Perez “has gotten President would recommend Perez tenure.
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SHUTTLES
CONTINUED FROM P I

gram,” said Cooper.
“Student drivers earn $12.00 per hour.”
However, students believe new shuttle
buses will be more useful if time managment
wasn’t an issue.
SeniorpsychologymajorTeresa Valenzuela
said, “I can wait up to 45 minutes at the
Village,” she said. “The buses aren’t spread
out. It seems they don’t know how to man
age, not enough drivers, or drivers with atti
tudes. [Plus], it’s too cold to wait-they should
take th at into consideration.”
Sofia Capparelli, junior physical educa
tion major, believes more shuttles would save
her time.
“New buses could help. The drivers are
nice, but not on schedule and many of the
buses come at the same time,” she said.
“They aren’t spread out, and I have to come
early because I can’t predict when the shut
tles will come. I am either early or late to
class.”
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Sexual Assault Raises
Awareness On Campus
Chantal Gabel
News Editor

A female student was approached by an
unidentified male suspect near the Drop In
Center entrance around 9:30 p.m. Monday,
according to a University-wide e-mail sent
out by Chief Paul M. Cell.
According to the e-mail, “the suspect,
using force, restrained the female against
the exterior wall of the building.” The female
defended herself by “striking the suspect.”
She was thrown to the ground and the sus
pect then ran away. The suspect was last
seen running away in the direction of the
outer parking lots.
According to the e-mail, the suspect is
approximately 5’8”, in his mid twenties with

shoulder-length, dirty blonde hair, and was
wearing a green windbreaker jacket.
According to the University of Rochester
website, the United States has the highest
rape rate among countries which report their
rape statistics. The website also states that
22 percent of all women say th at they have
been forced to do sexual things against their
will, where only three percent of men admit
to ever forcing themselves on a woman.
Sophomore Family and Child Studies
major Francesca Libretti thinks the assault
can be blamed on security issues. “No one
wants to live on a campus where they can’t
feel safe walking around at night.”
Anyone with information regarding this
incident should contact the MSU Police.

Phillip Carillo To Head N.J.’s
Newest Conference Center
Following a national search, Phillip J.
Cardillo of Green Village, N.J., has joined
MSU as Director of The Conference Center
at Montclair State University.
Cardillo joins the University from the
American Museum of N atural History in
New York where he was Senior Operations
Manager.
He will oversee operations of the region’s
newest and most sophisticated confer
ence center, located on the seventh floor of
University Hall - the largest building in
University history - which will open this
month.
“I am delighted and honored to be a
member of the MSU family and excited to
present the unique capabilities of this stateof-the-art conference and event facility to the
tri-state region,” Cardillo said.
Cardillo, who started his new position
in November, “brings a unique blend of
university event and conference facility man
agement, budgeting, and planning experi
ence and knowledge to this im portant posi
tion,” said Donald D. Cipullo, vice president
for Finance and Treasurer at MSU. “In
addition to his most recent experiences as
Senior Operations Manager at the American
Museum of N atural History, Phil has almost
15 years of conference management experi
ence in a university setting.”
In addition to the Conference Center’s
panoramic view of M anhattan and surround
ing vicinity, the facility has ballroom capacity
for groups of up to 500 people, movable walls
th at can be quickly reconfigured into smaller
meeting spaces, the latest in communications
technology, a private dining area for groups

of 22 or less and a full-service kitchen.
In addition to the Conference Center and
College of Education and Human Services,
University H all is the new home for the ADP
Center for Teacher Preparation and Learning
Technologies, the Center for Pedagogy, the
Literacy Enrichment Center, the Institute for
the Advancement of Philosophy for Children
and the Office of Information Technology.
As Senior Operations Manager at the
American Museum of N atural History,
Cardillo, who has a B.A. degree in Political
Science from Rutgers University, directed
and managed all operational functions
including the Visitor Services Department,
the Theatre, Planetarium , crowd manage
ment and admissions.
Cardillo also coordinated recruiting,
staffing and training for more than 150
employees, developed and implemented point
of sale, customer service and operations
training manuals, created and implemented
an Ambassador Customer Service training
program for all 500 front-line Museum stand
formulated, executed and managed the per
sonnel and public admission operations bud
get for the department.
Prior to that, he was Director of Facility
and Conference Operations at Fairleigh
Dickinson University from 1995 to 2001;
Assistant Athletic Director-Operations for
Seton Hall University from 1988 to 1995; and
Operations Coordinator (Patron Services) for
PNC Rank A rts Center (Amphitheatre) from
1981 to 1988.
This article courtesy of www.montclair.edu
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Inspiration for Those Who Have None
Colleen Cash: Dr. Gilbert’s Immediate Choice To Inspire Students
Shayna Jacobs
Assistant News Editor

What becomes of most high school kids
who are classified with learning disabilities?
“The majority of them don’t graduate
high school and if they do, they’re probably
not even thinking of college afterwards,”
answered Colleen Cash.
Colleen is on a full scholarship at MSU.
She’s graduating this May, and has a 3.9
cumulative average. She stores her schedule
and appointments carefully in her Verizon

College brings so much
frustration ... Som etim es
you need to take yourself
away from it, relax, and
remember why you’re
doing it in the first place.”
Treo. She is taking the LSAT (law school
entrance exam) this week, and is applying
to Harvard, Columbia, Stanford and NYU
law schools. She also has severe dyslexia and
Attention Deficit Disorder, and was expelled
from her town’s school district after 8th grade
graduation.
One could never tell, from talking to her
th at she has a learning handicap. She attri

butes her success to the spe
cial attention she received in
high school which, she admits,
was exceptional in comparison
to the treatm ent handicapped
students generally receive.
Colleen was featured at a
seminar held by Dr. Gilbert
and his staffin University Hall
on Jan 25, entitled “Academic
Success Conference 2006.”
She told a brief version of her
story to a notably unenthused
crowd consisting mostly of
students on academic proba
tion.
Dr. Gilbert’s words of inspi
ration and encouragement
echoed through the conference
room. The goal of the seminar
was to motivate students who
probably have spent twice as
much time funneling beers
as they have spent studying
and attending class. Colleen’s
presence was m eant to serve
co u rtesy of Colleen Cash
as an illustration of the “If she Cash has to study at least three tim es more than the avarage student to keep up her grades. Even
can do it, I can do it” attitude.
having disabilities, she is able to keep a 3.9 cummulative average and is applying to the top schools to
As highlighted during the become a lawyer.
seminar, Colleen, the younger
“I had the ‘I hate school’ attitude,” said
sibling of two, had the privi
in an adolescent rebellion. They assumed it
Cash.
“I had been a good student all my life,
lege of being scaled to her older brother, vale “typical” behavior of a troubled pre-teen. After
but
the
older I got, the less I paid attention,
dictorian of both his graduating high school her expulsion, however, Colleen was referred
I
didn’t
care,
and I didn’t want to get up and
and college classes respectively, at the height to a testing facility where it was discovered
go
to
school.”
th at she had two prominent learning disabili
of her frustration with school.
. Her parents, school administrators and ties, undoubtedly the root of her frustration
S E E ‘ INSPIRITATION’ ON P. 7
teachers believed she was simply acting out and outlandish behavior.

The Top Ten Electronics At MSU
The Electronics Montclair Students Sadly Cannot Live Without
cables. How did our fellow 1400’s residents
get by? They most certainly did and now, in
2006, many of our fellow humans are racing
about in this luminous sphere, the earth, rely
What do you think are the top five elec
ing
and sometimes obsessed with their devic
tronics utilized in today’s world that are
es.
This
survey at Montclair State University
useful to you or others? At Montclair State
was
a
test
to see how much we truly depend
University, people were asked this simple
on
these
devices.
We are in the world of the
question. Many replied differently and many
“E
word”
whether
we like it or not; progress
answered similarly. Our universe is com
has taken its toll on us all, whether you deny
prised of many little and large devices that
it or not. This technological world has bright
people in this day and age cannot live with
ened our fives in many ways and has also
out. People cannot live without a box filled
negatively affected us to the point where we
with wires. These wires run our fives and
are lost without our
devices.
Here are the sta
tistics from the top
five electronics survey
th at was conducted at
MSU. The cell phone
and the television
were the top choices
with nine out of ten
people
answering.
But are those really
the most important or
useful?
The nine out of
ten th at responded
with the cell phone
proves to us th at this
is the cell phone age,
the start of commu
nicating whereever
we transport our
selves. The televi
sion? I know there
co u rtesey of econom lst.com
are channels like the
Discovery Channel or
Students rely on electronics that have done nothing but enslave them by making then depend upon the bunch of
wires and plastic that make up most devices.
the Learning Channel,
Amy Broome
Staff Writer

many would be lost without them.
Let us all time travel to the 1'400’s. Picture
yourself as a person in the 1400’s for a
moment. What do you picture yourself doing?
How do you communicate, how do you gain
knowledgeable information, how do you
entertain with music or theatre, and if you
are an explorer how do you know where you
are located in the globe?
Fm positive th at we can all answer these
questions for ourselves without using the “E
word,” electronics. There were no techno
logical boxes filled with circuits, adaptors and

but wake up and smell the coffee. I know
most of you were thinking of MTV, Desperate
Housewives and all of those reality shows
th at embarrass real fife people. There cer
tainly are more important electronics than
the television.
^
The radio landed in second place with
six out of ten people answering. Six out
of ten is still bad. If you are listening to
National Public Radio, you can say the radio.
However, I know people were thinking of all
of their tunes, their bee bop skiddle diddle
bop, their hip hop rock, their alternative,
their jazz, their R&B, and their classical.
Don’t get me wrong, I am a lover of all music
genres, but I feel th at there are more impor
tan t electronics that are more useful and
helpftd.
The laptop and iPod found their way in
third place. A laptop? Wow, now we are
using our noggins. Thank you to those who
mentioned the laptop. My laptop is my
other brain. However, I could live without
the iPod and I know we all can because we
have done it for a so long. Most people use
their iPods for music. Four out of ten is not
th at bad. Almost half but it still boggles my
mind that music or other media can be so
important.
The desktop computer made its way to
fourth place with three out of ten people
replying, a good choice.
The stereo and Internet found their way
to fifth place with two out of ten people
responding. Mainly, people use their stereos
to listen to CDs or cassettes. That is defi
nitely not on my top five list.
Good thinking to all of those th at said the
S E E ‘ELECTRO N ICS’ ON P . 7
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got my license suspended fo r some reason and ey§fytime [m fgirlfH ena and 1] go
out, she ’salways picking me up and I fee l bad somehow* 'Jf^&ot happy with this ... ao
you think girls are bothered with things like that |||a n y advicem
Lv
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Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

The first thing I think you need to real
ize is th at we are no longer living in the day
and age when women can’t drive their men
around. Remember the women’s lib move
ment? Well, women have fought for equal
treatm ent for years, and as far as I’m con
cerned, it shouldn’t be equal treatm ent only
when it’s convenient for them.
But the reality of the situation is that
many women do expect to be the ones who
are picked up and taken to and fro. You never
see any fairy tales or movies where the girl
is sweeping the guy off of his feet, or where
the woman is taking care of the guy. But the
most important thing is that this isn’t the
movies, sometimes we aren’t perfect and bad
things happen in our lives. Your license being
suspended is most certainly your own fault,
but it doesn’t mean that your girlfriend can’t
support you in your time of need.
Isn’t that the m ark of a good relation
ship? When one person is down, the other
should be right there to pick them back up,
regardless of gender. You didn’t say th at your
girlfriend has complained about this, so from
what I can see this is ju st an internal prob
lem. The fact th at you
even feel bad about the
situation means th at
you have some sem
blance of chivalry. Your
girlfriend should realize
that and not punish you
for a mistake that many
people have made.
It’s unfair th at
we as men have to feel
ashamed because we
don’t have a car to drive
women around. Your
girlfriend has a car

- V - . ^ A - t - r j i * . *...:...:................ ir.,....... ' '

and a license, she should be willing to use
them. You don’t have to punish yourself
with feelings of inadequacy simply because
you don’t have a car. Most likely
she didn’t start going out with
you because of your car
or the fact th at you
could drive.
Obviously,
because of the
society we five in
you not being able
to drive is not an ideal
situation for your girlfriend
But if you continue to
do the other things
th at boyfriends are
“supposed” to do, I
think everything
should be fine.
Maybe you can
set up some dates
in NYC where it makes
more sense to take public
transportation. Find a way
to do things with her that
don’t require a car. If this
means that you have to get
up a little earlier to take
the bus to her house, then
do that.
The point is th at
now you have to
start meeting her
half-way, at least
until you get your
license back. That’s another
things don’t slack on get
ting your license restored.
Complacency in the situation
is a sure way to really make her upset. But
if you find th at she’s unwilling to work with
you, explain to her th at it takes two people to
make a relationship work, and th at when she
is down, you’ll be there to pick her up.

..... .......... ..... ......................................:..... ^

Jessica Sproviero
Assistant Graphics Editor

Of course your girlfriend is going
be mad at you for los
ing your license.
Chances are,
your friends
are too. At
this point,
youareaburden siphoning
extra time and
gas money from
them because
you screwed up
and had your
driving privileges
revoked. Think of
how you would feel
if you became everyone’s
personal chauffer.
There are usually only two
reasons a college student gets
a suspended license: excessive
speeding and drunk driving.
Under this assumption,
it’s safe to say she has
every right to be furi
ous. You not only risk
the fives of other driv
ers, but your mobility,
hefty fines, extra
points and your
social fife every
time you ignore
a law. If you are stupid enough to risk
everything and get caught you deserve to be
suspended temporarily.
If I had to drive my boyfriend around
constantly, I would be irate. Think of all
the extra stress you put on her because you
wanted to party it up one night. If she hasn’t
reamed you out already, ju st wait. I assure
to

you, this will resurface in
fights months down the
road. Don’t expect to get
away without any finger
ing repercussions.
From what I under
stand, you were already
dating when the license
suspension happened.
Your girlfriend has to
make a lot of compro
mises on your behalf now.
What are you going to do
if her car breaks down?
Are you prepared to help
with the ware and tear
incurred driving you
around? At least help pay for her gas, seeing
as how prices are rising again.
M give you the benefit of the doubt and
say th at you were ju st having a bad day when
your license was revoked. There is nothing
you can do about it now anyway. People
worry too much about the past. Accept that
it happened and move on. If your girlfriend
is really bothered by helping you out, then it’s
her problem. The worst th at could happen
is that she leaves you and you will have to
start depending on your friends even more
for rides. What else could/would you possibly
expect?
Now is the time to invest th at extra gas
money into flower and romantic dinners out.
Ease as much of the tension as you can by
spoiling her rotten until things die down, d
could only imagine how difficult it would be
to try and find another girlfriend while hav
ing to explain your situation. I doubt you
Would have many options. Very few girls
would start dating a guy that is completely
helpless. You do not want to be put into that
situation. Hold onto your girlfriend for dear
life. Hopefully you’ve learned your lesson
and things will be back to normal in a year or
two.

I f you have any questions you would like answered by our team o f sex and relationship
experts, send an e-mail to MSUFeature@gmail.com w ith “He Said, She Said”in the sub
ject line
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Things turned around when Colleen was
given the educational attention and compli
ance she needed at the small high school she
attended in Ridgewood. There, classes sizes
were kept to about five or six students and.
the environment promoted a consistent work
regimen for students like Colleen, who would
have given up had they attended a large pub
lic high school, where it is often the case that
special needs students graduate with barely
passing grades, or are thrown into elementa
ry classes th at are easy to pass, negating the
necessity for the students to rise to a higher
level.
It can sometimes take her three tim es
as long to finish a task as it would take an
average student. Colleen ¿ays she is mostly
adjusted now and needs only to carefully
plan times to study and write papers around
the tendencies of her dyslexia. She can usu
ally read and write without difficulty, but is
affected when it’s late in the evening or when
she’s tired.
Colleen’s life is considerably busy. Besides
taking a full class schedule each semester
(she m ust m aintain full-time status in order

to keep her scholarship so she takes either
12 or 15 credits), she waitresses at a Mexican
restaurant in Montclair and is a booking
agent for DJs in Holland, California and New
York. Her phone is a necessity because her
hectic schedule is organized in its enourmous
database.
Colleen’s advice to students who are on
academic probation or are considering drop
ping out, is to keep working at it. “You’re
going to be so much better off once you gradu
ate college,” she notes. For Colleen, success is
not a big secret. Hard work is rewarding and
although her education is free, she is baffled
at the idea that anyone would waste their
money by going to college and then dropping
out.
When asked if she’d ever felt like giving
up her reply was, “Sure. College brings so
much frustration. At times I wag stressed out
because there was so much pressure. But it’s
the pressure you put on yourself Sometimes
you need to take yourself away from it, relax,
and remember why you’re doing it in the first
place.”
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Hold On When You Feel Like Giving Up
Do Not Give In To The Beginning, The Middle, And The End
Rob Gilbert, PhD.
Department of Exercise Science and Physical
Education

Do you want to get on the Dean’s List this
semester? Or is your goal to get a 4.0?
There are three things th at can stop you
from getting great grades this semester. They
are: the beginning, the middle and the end.
Let me explain.
Here we are at the start of the semes
ter—THE BEGINNING. Many students are
stopped by the start. They ju st don’t want to
start going to classes. They ju st don’t want to
start studying this early in the semester. It’s
too early to start working on the big paper or
th at huge project. Most students procrasti
nate. Procrastination is “getting ready to get
ready.”
How do you get started when you’re
stopped at the start? The answer lies in how
you got out of bed this morning. Did you wait
until you felt like getting out of bed? Or, like
a lot of us, did you force your body to get out
of bed and the feelings eventually followed?
In Alcoholics Anonymous, here’s what
they suggest about going to meetings when
you don’t want to: “Bring your body and your
mind will follow.” Put your body in motion
and the emotions will follow. Begin now. Don’t
wait!
THE MIDDLE. A lot of students are
“stopped” by the middle of the semester. The
newness is gone and tedium and monotony
have crept in. In other words, you’re B-O-RE-D. The solution? You have to mentally fight

through
these
feelings. Even if
you feel bored,
you don’t have to
act bored.
Great students
push past the
boredom. Allow
yourself to feel
the bored feelings
and go to class
anyway. Feel the
bored feelings and
studyanyway.Feel
the bored feelings
and do great work
anyway. Are you
a warrior or a
wimp? W arriors
fight
through
these feelings.
Wimps give in to
these temporary
feelings.
THE END. It’s
courtesy of www.jle.org.uk
a tragedy when
students
stop Being bored and tired of working is how students usually feel during a sem ester, but giving up is not an option.
studying before Working hard and staying motivated through the beginning, middle, and end of the sem ester is what students have
to try for to be sucessful in college.
the
sem ester
ends. Don’t quit
keep building up momentum so th at you can great story, so when you look back on spring
before-the finish line. Suppose you’re running give your best effort this semester when it semester 2006 you can say, T m glad I did” and
a m arathon (26 miles and 385 yards) and means the most—on final exams. As moun not “I wish I had.” Have no regrets!
you’re in first place and you decide to quit tain-climber Michael O’Donnell said, “Often I f you need to get motivated or stay motivated,
after 26 miles and 384 yards. What do you the last steps to the summit offer the greatest call Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline at (973) 743get? Nothing.
4690. Three-minute recorded messages avail
obstacles.”
Guess what? You are in a marathon—a
Every great story has a beginning, a able 24/7/365. New messages every morning
15-week academic marathon. You have to middle, and an end. Make this semester a at 7:30.

Advance Your Career
in Psychology
The M.S. in Experimental
Psychology offers training
in the scientific methods of
psychology with concentrations
in Behavioral Neuroscience or
General Psychology. The M.S.
is designed specifically for
students seeking to gain a
solid foundation in empirical
research in preparation for
entry into Ph.D. programs.

Natalya Brook
NJCU Alumna 2005, M usic Dance <£ Theater

received a great education at NJCU. 1put that
education to work everyday in my position as
Manager o f Saint Bart’s Theater in Manhattan.”
“/

Whatever personal or professional path you
choose, at NJCU you’ll find dedicated professors
inspiring you to grow and to achieve. Each of
our undergraduate and graduate programs is
designed with a single goal - your success. Visit
NJCU’s thriving campus today and begin writing
your own success story.

Part- and full-time study options
Evening classes
One-on-one research mentoring

• Small seminar classes
• Excellent research facilities
• Financial aid available
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The Radio Station DJ With Substance
Socially Conscious Worgs Proves To Listeners That Hip-Hop Has Meaning
have substance,”
he says, deviating
from the usual per
ception of people
Ten minutes into interviewing Anthony who love hip-hop
Worgs, it is easy to see why he is a radio DJ are only interested
here at Montclair. Right off the bat, you can in cash, money and
tell he is a talker. He looks like he can talk hoes. Instead, he
about everything and anything and make it addresses issues
seem interesting. Even at the end of a long of cultural impor
and dreary day, Worgs has the uncanny abil tance, such as the
ity to put a smile on the face of a sickly and recent State of the
Address
nervous interviewer making her first inter Union
and
other
current
view ever.
events,
which
have
T m glad to be your first feature!” Worgs
impact
on
our
soci
expressed enthusiastically, a smile breaking
out on my face as I laughed, all nervousness ety today.
The show was
the brainchild of
Worgs whenhe read
at the crack o f dawn
an advertisem ent
on Sundays, Worgs is up
for WMSC-FM in
The Montclarion
and about, talking about during the spring
semester of 2005.
politics w ith hip-hop,
He responded to
reggae, and even classic
the ad w ith the
idea for his show
rock as the background
and began to learn
the ins and outs of
m usic to h is show.”
being a radio per
fading away as I talk to this man who has sonality. His mis
made me as comfortable as my oldest friend. sion was to rectify
It’s th at ability to make anyone seem like an people’sperceptions
old friend that makes Worgs a radio DJ and of hip-hop fans and
someone worth paying attention too.
to prove that they
Anthony Worgs’ talk show at 90.3 WMSC- are indeed socially
FM, Montclair State’s Underground Radio conscious.
Station, is little known to most students.
“Most people
Practically at the crack of dawn on Sundays, think of [fans ofhipWorgs is up and about, talking about politics hop] as airheads
with hip-hop, reggae and even classic rock [worth] no time of
as the background soundtrack to his show. day,” he says, look
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon
But even with no one on campus awake ing impassioned, “I
after another Saturday night of drinking and want people to like Even lounging on the couch, he exhibits the sam e charism a he has on the air on Sunday mornings,
excessive partying, Worgs has gained a fan [hip-hop fens,], and talking about life and stuff of relevance during the interview.
base th at has made him fit to be mentioned for them to be a
in the New York Times and The Star Ledger.
part [of society.]”
“My show is called Hip-Hop with
Growing up in East Orange, however, it was easy for him to give into the gangster it,” he jokes.
Substance ... You can love hip-hop and still
One thing he refuses to do is to have an
lifestyle most hip-hop artists portray. In
high school, he says, he lived the typical interview over the telephone. He has even
lifestyle people expected of young black men. denied famous individuals such as Swiss
Smoking weed, drinking until dawn and see Beats from being interviewed because it was
ing his peers being carted off to jail before he going to be over the phone.
“I wish to respect the students and lis
was a sophomore was common for him until
teners
by putting on five interviews,” he
he decided to alter his life for the better.
impassionedly
says, declaring one of his more
“I didn’t want th at for myself so I started
concrete
policies.
to make a change,” he says about his high
It’s easy to make the assumption that
school career. Out of his group of 15 friends
maybe
Worgs would like to have the same
hanging out during high school, he was one of
impact
of celebrity talk show radio host
the only three left th at graduated and went
Howard
Stem , but th at is a definite no.
on to college. He made a promise to himself
Worgs,
unlike
Stem, would rather have a
not to drink or do drugs, and even when he
group
of
engaged
listeners th at really care
became of age he still chose not to.
about
what
he
has
to say instead of a whole
He first attended a two-year college, grad
legion
of
listeners
th
at are shocked into listen
uated from there and decided to attend
ing
to
his
show.
Montclair State University with a major in
“I would rather keep my integrity than
English.
sell
out [as a radio DJ] ... I want to bring the
“I want to be a role model,”Worgs exclaims,
show
forward and [not to] make a mockery of
making it seem like he ju st finally came to
myself
[as a black man].”
that revelation. “For everything we have to
With
his empowered words on and off the
work hard and that’s what I’m all about.”
air,
Anthony
Worgs has proven th at he is the
Working hard seems to be another one of
role
model
he
wishes to be.
his policies, and so does being persistent. On
Having
success
as a radio personality and
his radio show, he has managed to interview
having
a
voice
th
at
the public listens to and
guests such as Alfred Edmond, the editor
respects
is
one
thing
most people strive for in
and chief of Black Enterprise magazine, Dan
Frisch', the president of Newark, NJ SCORE a lifetime as a radio DJ. He wishes to thank
office, and Wendy Lewis, Vice President of his mother for being the main influence in
Recruitment for Major League Baseball. He his life and for teaching him the values of
says he managed to get these guests to come personal responsibility.
“I believe in having personal responsibility
and speak on live radio purely through per
for
all my actions,” he says as an endnote and
sistence.
Dominique W ilson I The M ontclarlon
th at is one thing all of us listeners would like
“There
is
a
fine
line
between
persistence
With his genuinfe sm ile and his easy going demeanor you could never tell he grew up in
and annoyance... I’m ju st careful not to cross to agree on and follow.
the hard hitting streets of East Orange and survived.
Jessica Suico
Feature Editor
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ELECTRONICS
CONTINUED FROM R 6
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co u rtesy of www.bestbuy.com

These electronics have succeeded to enslave students and citizens every where. Cell phones, stereos, iPods, and laptops are some forms of technology that we are now dependant on.

Internet. The internet is my in home library
and I now use it very carefully because some
of the information is false.
There were many electronics tied for last
place with one out of ten people returning.
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Macintosh
programs, the microprocessor, USB port,
iTunes, the Global Positioning System, DVD
player and email all fell into last place. I
actually have iTunes and it is a lot of fun;

but it’s not th at much of a concern for
me. La, la, la. Music, music, music. L am
convinced th at one needs one’s music. The
Global Positioning System or GPS is a satel
lite-based navigational system made up of a
network of 24 satellites placed into orbit by
the U.S. Department of Defense. GPS was
originally developed for military applications,
but in the 1980’s, the government made it
available for civilians. That is impressive.

A DVD player? Now I’m in shock! Are
Brad P itt and Julia Roberts that important
to you? Pick another one people.
Last, but not least, there is the electronic
mail, abbreviated as e-mail. Email is a great
one. We can now contact our professors faster
than ever before. They may not get back to us
right away, but a t least they know we tried.
Electronics have enriched our days and
have also caused us to be so completely reli

The
ŒPrinceton
Review
/ n

GRE • LSAT - MCAT •GMAT

ant on technological gadgets. It was very
interesting to hem what everyone thought.
My top five are the laptop, the Internet,
Microsoft programs, e-mail and television,
strictly for the news, particularly NBC News.
My mother is not technologically advanced.
She fives her fife daily without a cell phone.
She reads books and finds her information
th at way. There are many ways to work
around it.
However, sometimes we are stuck in the
electronic mud. This world will only progress.
Who knows what will happen next? The
future awaits us. We all know th at these
inventions are here to stay. Who knows what
will be invented in the years to come? Watch
out! You don’t want to become an electroinics
bound person. Remember to enjoy the beauty
of nature and try not to forget the beauty of
face to face communication. Good luck to all
in this electronically based universe. May
you all use your devices wisely.

Small Class Size, Expert Instructors, Free Extra Help.
State of the Art Online Resources and
The Most Up-To-Date Materials.
Free Practice Tests and Admission Seminars.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back'.
What are you w aiting for?
(800) 2-REVIEW .
www.PrincetonReview.com
‘ For more information on our money back guarantee, contact The Princeton Review or visit us online.
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Romance Hits The Net In Match Point
Woody Allen Returns To Form With Sexy New Film
Ben Faresich
Staff Writer

Stephanie
Tanner: MethSmoking
Jezeb el?

M a tc h P o in t
Dir. Woody Alien
Starring: Jonathan RhvsMeyer« and SuirV .l
Johansson

★

★

★

★

With his latest film Match Point, Woody
Allen enters a bid for this year’s Academy
Awards. He also returns to form after a
string of films th at did not fere particularly
well with many fans or critics. This movie
is one from Allen’s serious side, offering up
romance, drama, and suspense, rather than
the comedy th at many theatergoers may be
more fam iliar with.
Match Point is about a tennis pro, Chris
(Jonathan Rhys-Meyers), who has decided
to leave professional tennis to pursue some
thing he’s not quite sure of. In the meantime,
working as a tennis instructor seems like
something th at can pay the bills. He lands a
job at a prestigious country club, where he is
assigned to instruct Tom (Matthew Goode).
Tom comes from a wealthy but fairly downto-Earth family; the two immediately h it it
oft
Their friendship, sparked by their shared
love of opera, leads Chris to a romance
with Tom’s sister, Chloe (Emily Mortimer).
Everything seems great until Chris meets
Nola (Scarlett Johansson), an American wan
nabe actress. Chris is immediately struck by

co u rtesy of ch tktetariets.com

Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor
co u rtesy of outnow.ch

After introduced as potential in-laws, Chris (Rhys-Meyers) and Nola (Johansson) find
themselves caught in a tangled web of lies and deceit in Woody Allen’s Match Point

the sexy American, and seems to be having
second thoughts about his relationship with
Chloe. The big catch? Nola is Tom’s fiancé.
W hat follows is a dark tale of lies, deceit and
betrayal, with a few nice tw ists and turns.
This is one of those movies th at, like many
of Woody Allen’s films, is easily relatable to
real life. It’s about how a person can lose sight
pf their goals and somehow become a mold of
what someone else wants them to be.
Its about the choices th at one can make in
life, and the directional changes th at those
choices determine. It’s also about the role th at
chance can play in the lives of ordinary people.
Chris is like a case study in what can happen
to someone who has the talent to achieve his

goals, but lacks drive, or more impor
tantly, courage. These are very realis
tic characters, and though some of the
situations may not be something that
we can immediately relate to, it’s their
motivations and reactions th at become
of great interest.
A professor once pointed out th at
when a given film has certain aspects
th at are extraordinarily well done, it
can often emphasize the weakness of
other aspects th at aren’t up to par. In
this case, th at would be the acting.
While Brian Cox is always a welcome
S E E ‘MATCH PO IN T ON P . 1 6

Light And Dark Battle Through Night
The Notorious Russian Film Debuts Stateside
Ben Faresich
Staff Writer

niiaht W atch
D ir: Timur Dekmambetov
Starring Konstant r
Khabensky

In the world of sci-fi / horror, there is often
a fine line th at separates really cool from
really cheesy. It’s th at line th at can keep mov
ies like Aliens or Interview with the Vampire
from becoming movies like Underworld or
Jeepers Creepers. Night Watch dangerously
co u rtesy of outnow.ch

“It h as th at cyberpunk
vib e to it th at you m ight
fin d in som ething lik e
Ghost in the Shell, hut
it deals w ith m ystical
properties rather th an
technological.”
walks th at line. This movie was released
in its homeland of Russia in 2004. It broke
Russian box office records, and was chosen
as the official selection from Russia for the
2005 Academy Awards. Now it’s being sent
over io thb TJ.S. to see how it will fare with
American audiences.

The centuries-old battle of good and evil conies to a head in Timur Berkmambetov’s
schlock horror Russian import, Night Watch.

Night Watch is a sci-fi/horror blend that
tells of a world where an old conflict exists
between the forces of light and darkness. In
1342, the leaders of both sides realized that
the battle could never be won because both
sides are too equal, so they signed an arm i
stice. Two groups would be formed, one from
each side to keep the other in check. The Day
Watch keeps track of the forces of light, while
the Night Watch looks over the forces of dark.
In the present day, living amongst mod
em m an exist creatures of light or dark,
called “others.” The story follows Anton, a
recent addition to the warriors of light, who
have become some form of a supernatural
FBI agency. Anton (Konstantin Khabensky)
is searching for “the Great Other,” who is

destined to tip the scales in favor of
either the forces of light or of darkness,
depending on which side th at person
chooses to ally with.
Along the way, he encounters dark
Others, some of whom impede his
journey. These creatures come in the
form of vampires. In addition to side
tracking Anton, one of these vampires
inadvertently leads him to uncover
something about his past th at will
come back to haunt him.
From the start, the story sounded
like something th at could either be
intriguing or hokey. Unfortunately, it’s
S E E ‘NIGHT WATCH’ ON P . 1 6

ENTERTAINER OF THE W EEK: JODIE SWEETIN

PAGE 12 — msuartsSgmail.com

Oh, brother, indeed. Not one to
allow herself to be overshadowed by
the substance abuse woes of her fellow
cast members, Full House star Jodie
Sweetin is the latest member of the
Tanner d an to find herself embroiled in
a drug scandal.
According to always-reputable Globe
magazine, Jodie Sweetin recently
checked herself out of Hollywood treat
ment facility, Promises, after completing
her stint at rehabilitation. Remember
the episode when Gia and some girls
tried to coerce Stephanie to smoke a cig
arette in the girl’s room with them, to
which she regretfully declined. It seems
th at if the cool girls had substituted
tbe cancer stick for a smoking pipe of
crystal meth, Stephanie Tanner’s moral
standing would have left quicker th an
Uncle Jesse’s mullet at the end of the
second season.
A fter discovering the extent of
Sweetin’s destructive dance with “Tina,”
her husband enlisted the help of fellow
Full House alum Candace Cameron
and TV dad, Bob Saget, who most
likely gave her a speech about black and
white moral standards while inspira
tional music swelled in the background.
W hether the Gibbfer paid a visit, or
Uncle Joey performed a sock puppet
show about the dangers of meth addic
tion, was unknown at press time.
The Globe also reported th at Sweetin
blew ber entire Full House fortune
on a six-month long meth binge and
has been left without any assistance
from her now estranged husband. With
the large salaries given to high-profile,
long-running shows like Full House
and rerun royalties, it seems strange
th at Sweetin was able to spend so much
money so quickly on crystal meth when
it’s thè most cost-effective drug out
there. Using crystal meth is like buy
ing generic cotton swabs instead of
brand name Q-Tips; it’s the poor man’s
cocaine. Even then, she still had the
option to prepare it herself It’s hard to
believe th at her gender-bending three
TV dads didn’t give her a few pointers
on how to use a frying pan. And with
all the cleaning products lying around
the classically sterile Tanner abode, all
Sweetin had to throw in was the secret
ingredient of love. But as we all know
from the episode of Full House when
Stephanie misunderstands the mean
ing of “Buy now, pay later” and shoplifts
a sweater, Jodie Sweetin has never been
very good when it comes to financial
m atters. All we can hope for now is th at I
she gets her life back on track in time
for the inevitable reunion special.
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From The M ale P e rsp e ctiv e :
One Editor Weighs In On Why He Hates American Idol
Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

is an audience vote th at goes a long way
in determining the fate of the perform
ers means th at inherently the system is
flawed. W hether or not the three judges on
the show are musical experts is debatable,
but the one sure thing is th at the millions
of people watching American Idol are not
musical experts.
Finally, besides Kelly Clarkson, I have
yet to see much success from any of the past
winners or famous contestants. Clay Aiken
came out with “Invisible,” in which he prac
tically sang of his wish to be a stalker and
rapist.
Ruben Studdard came out with three
albums, but has been relatively unsuccess
ful compared to today’s musical standards.
Fantasia came out with the news th at she
couldn’t read or write. These are the best
singers America has to offer? I think not.
I f American Idol began on the platform
th at they were just looking for people to
make fools of themselves, then I would have
The fourth season cast of American Idol appreciate a quiet moment together as stars before n0 problem with it. But they call it a talent
they go back to being cater waiters and tanning salon receptionists.
search, and j haye seen 1Me evidence 0f

Since when was public humiliation con
sidered good television? More than 25 years
ago, The Gong Show, which was a game show
th at highlighted this same concept, was con
sidered to be B-list television.
Now America’s most popular television
show, American Idol, has audience captivat
ed by insults hurled at people who couldn’t
sing a note in their bathroom showers, never
mind on TV. My largest problem with the
show is the open audition format to begin the
program.
If this were really a “true” audition, there
wouldn’t be untalented scrubs wasting my
time while waiting for the people who can
actually sing. People like William Hung
and others who were berated by Simon
don’t belong on television. But somehow this
watered-down audition has become glorified.
I want to know why.
On the line for these performers is a
chance at a record deal. Why would the pro
I also find th at American Idol is too much that. It’s a fraudulent, watered down audiducers of the show not want a larger sample of good singers? All these other people ju st
end up m a k in g the so-so talents look better of a popularity contest. The fact th at there tion.
than they really are. I’ve heard better sing
ers walking down the street.
They should have better talent scouts.
The people are auditioning to become profes
sional singers. How come they don’t have to
present any credentials? I couldn’t ju st tryout
to be a professional anything without having
some sort of background th at could prove I
was worth the interviewer’s time.
Some may argue th at because of these
horrid acts, the network is making a larger
profit. Yet I contend th at if everyone on the
show actually had singing abilities, it would
make for a more intense competition. If I as a
judge had to choose between crap and medi
ocrity, the decision would be obvious. But if
even the worst singers on the program were
still above average, it would make for a much
better contest.
At its core, American Idol is just glorified
karaoke. They are ju st singing other people’s
songs. Where is the creativity in that? If
the contestants had to create their own lyr
&?
ics, sound and dance routines it would be a
greater test of musical talent.
Imagine if w riters were graded on how

ARTS

Entertainm ent

Well th e y could re w rite som eone else S b e stseller. T h is is e sse n tia lly w h a t is h a p p e n in g
th ro u g h o u t th e show.

co u rtesy or wanooDuaa.Diogs.com

Second season runner-up Clay Aiken takes full advantage of and embraces the perks that
come with American Idol su ccess.
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V i d e o G a m e R e v ie w
Battlefront 2 Blasts Into Our Universe
Jessica Sproviero

prepared to flip, jump, and kick his way
Space battles were finally incorpo
into battle, but floating around as the rated into the series. Any fighter ship
Emperor is an even greater treat. These you could think of is available. You can
B a ttle fro n t 2
characters are not available
fight over almost any plan
Pandemic Studio;
before you sta rt the
et. You can land in on
ESRB: Eïervofis
game, but a prompt
the hanger deck
Plaren-1-2
will allow you
of your oppo
to upgrade
nent
and
d p r steal their
ing the
ships,
Star Wars games have been pro fights.
too.
duced over the past two decades with
Sadly,
varied success. It is difficult to create W h a t
t h e
a game th at lives up to the standards would
con
millions of people come to expect from a n
fro n 
the world famous film series. Comers
are inevitably cut, be it the battle sys
tem, story line or voice acting:
action
It’s obvious a lot of work went into g a m e
tations
Battlefront 2. Every planet and star b
e
are slow
system you could think of is included, w i t h o u t
going.
as is every weapon and every species. some great
Depending
The sheer variety in game play will d i a l o g u e ?
Ip i p p
on the ship
keep your attention for hours. I have The
answ eryou choose, you
never seen a Star Wars game th at Battlefront 2. The
may be sitting there
included so many aspects of the films. repetition on sound bites
for what feels like 20 min
Almost every element you can think of made me mute my television halfway utes shooting at the same stationary
from episodes 1-6 are included at some through Capture the Flag. The voice target. You could always attack the
point.
acting is nothing special either. While enemy fighters instead, but I didn’t have
Significant improvements have been none of this takes away from the game, the patience to locate them.
made since the original Battlefront was it certainly doesn’t benefit either. At
Do you prefer a more Halo battle
released in 2004. You can actually play least they kept the original scores in the experience? Steal a tank and fight off
as the Jedi now. Yes, Yoda comes frilly soundtrack.
the clone army on land. The real back
Assistant Graphics Editor

■

Platform:PS2, xBox, GameCube, PC

Genre: Action

Publisher: LucasArts

bone of Battlefront 2 is th at you can play
any way you want. In ground vehicles,
space fights, blaster fights, and even
via light saber. Few restrictions on per
sonal preference mean a slightly longer
loading time. While not unbearable, it’s
noticeable. The graphics aren’t incred
ibly impressive, but they’re better than a
lot I’ve seen. How much time and effort
would you put into Wookie fur when you
have 50 more characters to design? The
maps are pretty accurate and challeng
ing; No complaints here.
In Quick Action mode, you can choose
your location and mini game to play. My
personal favorite was Hunt. In this
game you play as whatever indigenous
species you choose and try to eradicate
the others. Nothing says Star Wars like
the forced extinction of Jawas. Actually,
it was great to play as the Wampa on
Hoth destroying the rebel forces.
All this and I didn’t even touch on
story mode or online play. While it’s
not the most incredible game I’ve seen,
it’s worth renting. Any Star Wars fan
would love the opportunity to play as
many species available, but Fm not sure
it’s worth the $50 otherwise. Maybe
Battlefront 3 will improve on the con
trols, making the game more playable.
It was fun, but TO stick with Knights o f
the Old Republic.

US Release Date: 11.01.05

Current Price$49.99
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And This Year's Oscar Contenders...
The Academy Announces Its Nominees for The Annual Awards
Best Motion Picture of die Year
Brokeback Mountain
Capote
Crash
Good Night, and Good Luck
Munich
Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading
Role
Philip Seymour Hoffman (Capote)
Terrence Howard (Hustle & Flow)
Heath Ledger (Brokeback Mountain)
Joaquin Phoenix (Walk the Line)
David Strathaim (Good Night, and Good
Luck)
Beet Performance by an Actress in a Leading
Role
Judi Dench (Mrs. Henderson Presents)
Felicity Huffman (Transamerica)
Keira Knightley (Pnde & Prejudice)
Charlize Theron (North Country)
Reese Witherspoon (Walk the Line)
Best Performance by an Actorin a S upporting
Rote
George Clooney (Syriana)
M att Dillon (Crash)
Paul Giam atti (Cinderella Man)
Jake Gyllenhaal (Brokeback Mountain)
William H urt (A H istory o f Violence)
B est ParfitrmaTWft by an Actress in a
Supporting Rale
Amy Adams (Junebug)
Catherine Keener (Capote)
Frances McDormand (North Country)
Rachel Weisz (Thé Constant Gardener)
Michelle Williams (Brokeback Mountain)
Best Achievement in Directing
George Clooney (Good Night, and Good
Luck)

Paul Haggis (Crash)
Ang Lee (Brokeback Mountain)
Bennett Miller (Capote)
Steven Spielberg (Munich)
Best W riting-Screenplay W ritten Directly
for the Film
Paul Haggis & Robert Moresco (Crash)
George Clooney & Grant Heslov (Good Night,
and Good Luck)
Woody Allen (Match Point)
Noah Baumbach (The Squid and the Whale)
Stephen Gaghan (Syriana)
Best W riting-Screenplay Based on M aterial
Previously Produced or Published
Larry McMurtry & Diana Ossana (Brokeback
Mountain)
Dan Futterm an (Capote)
Jeffrey Caine (The Constant Gardener)
Josh Olson (A H istory o f Violence)
Tony Kushner & Eric Roth (Munich)
Best Achievement in Cinematography
Batman Begins
Brokeback Mountain
Good Night, and Good Luck
Memoirs o f a Geisha
The New World
B est Achievement in Editing
Cinderella Man
The Constant Gardener
Crash
Munich
Walk the Line
Best Achievement in A rt Direction
Good Night, and Good Luck
Harry Potter and the Goblet o f Fire
King Kong
Memoirs o f a Geisha
Pride & Prejudice
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Although snubbed for several of the major awards, Tim Burton’s Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory landed a nomination for its groundbreaking costume design.

Best Achievement in Costume Design
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Memoirs o f a Geisha
Mrs. Henderson Presents
Pride & Prejudice
Walk the Line
Best Achievement in Music W ritten for
Motkm Pktures-O riginal Score
Brokeback Mountain
The Constant Gardener
Memoirs o f a Geisha
Munich
Pride & Prejudice
Best Achievement in Music W ritten for
Motion Pktures-O riginal Song
“It’s Hard Out Here For a Pimp” (Hustle &
Flow)
“In the Deep” (Crash)
“Travelin’ Thru” (Transamerica)
Best Achievement in Makeup
The Chronicles o f Narnia
Cinderella Man
Star Wars: Episode in - Revenge o f the Sith
Best Achievement in Sound
The Chronicles o f Narnia
K ing Kong
Memoirs o f a Geisha
Walk the Line
War o f the Worlds
Best Achievement in Sound Editing
K ing Kong
Memoirs o f a Geisha
War o f the Worlds
Best Achievement in Visual Effects
The Chronicles o f Narnia
K ing Kong

War o f the Worlds
Best Animated Feature Film of the Year
Corpse Bride
Howl’s Moving Castle
Wallace & Gromit in The Curse o f the WereRabbit
Best Foreign Language Film of the Year
La Bestia Nel Cuore
JoyeuxNoel
Paradise Now
Sophie Scholl- Die Letzen Tage
Tsotsi
Best Documentary-Feature Film
Darwin’s Nightmare
Enron: The Sm artest Guys in the Room
La Marche de l’empereur
Murderhall
Street Fight
Best Documentary-Short Subject
God Sleeps in Rwanda
A Note o f Triumph: The Golden Age o f
Norman Corwin
The Life o f Kevin Carter
The Mushroom Club
Best. Short Film -Animated
Badgered
The Moon and the Sun
The Mysterious Geographic Explorations o f
Jasper Morello
9
One Man Band
Best Short Film -Live Actitm
Ausreiber
Cashback
Sioasti Baerinn Dalnum
Our Time Is Up
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Although expected to be a front-runner in most of the major nominations, Memoirs of a
Geisha fared better with the technical awards, especially in the sound design catagories.
—
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MATCH POINT
CONTINUED FROM R 1 2

expectations. At first, I was a little put off
by it, and to an extent, th at may have been
Allen’s goal. It didn’t seem to work for me (or
for the character), but after some time and
thought, I liked the direction th at the film
took.
Camera movement is another thing that
stands out in Match Point. The camera seems
to be very deliberate in focusing the viewer’s
attention towards exactly what the director
wants you to see. There are often subtle (or
not so subtle) details in the background that
you’re being told to look at th at emphasize a
particular point or emotion.
Fans of Woody Allen’s work will be no
stranger to the way in which his movies can
make you think about life and love. Match
Point has th at same quality, but with an
unfamiliar twist. While it may be slightly
flawed, it’s definitely a film worth seeing
while it’s still making its rounds in theaters.

S o m e t h in g N e w

I

Dir. Sanaa Hamri
Starring Sanaa Lathan and Simon
Baker

co u rtesy of clnem ablend.coin

After suppressing their desires for the beginning of the film , Nola (Johansson) and Chris
(Rhys-Meyers) succumb to their fevered temptations in a cornfield during a rain shower.

addition to any cast, and Scarlett Johansson
and Matthew Goode perform well; Jonathan
Rhys-Meyers leaves something to be desired.
He plays a character th at is supposed to be
aloof, but he overdoes it. His delivery is a lit
tle bit too dry. There were a few times where
it almost seemed as if he was reading off
cue cards. He may look like a cross between
Jude Law and Joaquin Phoenix, but he’s got
a way to go before he can fill their shoes, tal
ent-wise. I don’t think he was a good choice
to carry this movie. His performance could
have ruined it, if not for a strong supporting
cast and script.
Having gotten th at bit of negativity out
of the way, I can focus on some of those good
points. Woody Allen did a great job with both

the writing and direction of Match Point.
The story is quite interesting from the start,
but some of the big plot tw ists make it into

; W hen a S tran g er C a lis i
Dir. Simon West
Starring Camilla Beile and
Brian Gereghty

“[Match Point] is about
th e role th at chance
can play in th e lives o f
ordinary people.”

Rock

something completely different and intrigu
ing.
co u rtesy of outnow.ch
There is a point in the film where the Jonathan Rhys-Meyers plays Chris, ¿'form er
story changes and plays with audience’s tennis pro turned trophy husband.

NIGHT WATCH

The Strokes1 ’
F irs t Im p ressio n s o f Ea rth

CONTINUED FROM R 1 2

But in the case of this film, there were so noticed heavy influences from other filmmak
many unanswered questions th at I needed ers such as Darren Aronofsky (Pi, Requiem
to make assumptions, or overlook details in for a Dream), Jean-Pierre Jeunet (City o f
order to get on with the film. It also doesn’t Lost Children, A Very Long Engagement),
help m atters that, while the acting is decent, and of course, the Wachowski brothers
I had a difficult time caring for, or even lik (M atrix Trilogy), though not jju ite at their
ing, many of the characters. I got the sense level. That’s not to say th at there’s nothing
th at th e books might offer a lot more as far as of value here, visually. Who doesn’t borrow
substance, while the movie (at least this first a little bit? I just often felt as though I was
“W hile
of three) focuses too much on trying to pres watching a mélange of other styles, rather
does have som e good
ent cool visuals and not enough background. than Bekmambatov’s own.
Overall, I’m not sure how well Night Watch
As I previously mentioned, there is some
qualities, I’m not sure
decent work done with cinematography and is going to hold up with American audiences.
th at it h as m uch to offer editing. There were some very impressive Foreign movies are a tough enough sell in
scenes and shots, especially considering the the U.S, and while Night Watch has some
relatively low budget th at the film was made good qualities, I don’t know th at it has much
th at m any o f u s haven’t
with. The CGI effects don’t feel overdone and to offer th at many of us haven’t seen before.
seen before.”
This is a film th at should appeal to a few
they blended well into the film.
On the other hand, I didn’t feel that specific types of film fans, but I don’t think it
Bekmambatov has quite fully developed his has the broad appeal th at it needs to really
I noticed a number of influences while own style yet. There were times when I rope in a big U.S. audience.
watching this film. One of the most notice
able is probably The Matrix, or more directly,
anime. The movie plays itself out like many
anime stories, giving the viewer just enough
information to keep them interested, but still
kind of scratching their head. It kind of has
th at cyberpunk vibe to it th at you might find
in something like Ghost in the Shell, but it
deals with mystical properties rather than
technological.
Also, like much of the anime th at I’ve
seen, the story leaves certain things up to
viewer interpretation and has a bit of mys
tery to the plot. The problem here is that
the filmmakers overdid it with trying to be
mysterious about their story.
There seems to be a number of unan
swered questions and a good handful of gaps
in the plot. I realize th at this is the first of a
trilogy; also, I can appreciate a film leaving
co u rtesy of clnem ablend.com
some things unanswered or open to interpre Though groundbreaking for Russian filmmakers, Night Watch borrows greatly from many
tation.
contemporary directors and leaves a little to be desired in terms of creativity.

a little bit of both, but probably leaning
more towards the hokey side. The good news
is th at the photography and editing can
sometimes be enough to keep your attention,
although even they have their flaws.

Night Watch

N ew A ge

Tangerine Dream
Je an n e d 'A rc
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Rain- Madison Square Garden

j
Saturday 4
The Spill Canvas- Middletown View

Sundays
Jenny Lewis- Angel Orensanz

M ondays
Ricky Martin- Radio City Music Hall

Mest- Starland Ballroom

Kern- Beacon Theater

Thursdays
Aimee Mann & Chuck Prophet- Town

Edd if Money- B.B. King's
Sigur Ros- Madison Square Garden
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INVITES YOU TO OUR.L*»«

Administration and Supervision
Biology and Molecular Biology
Business Administration (MBA) ;
Certified Drug and Alcohol Counselor
Chcmiscry
Child Advocacy
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Communication Studies
Computer Science
Counseling
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Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Early Childhood Special Education
Education
Educational Psychology
Educational Technology
English
Environmental Studies
Fine Arts (MA)
Fine Arts in Studio Arts (MPA)
Food Safety instructor
French
Geoscience
Health Education
Learning Disabilities
Legal Studies
Linguistics
Mathematics
Museum/Arts Management
M usk
M usk Therapy
Nutrition and Food Science
Paralegal Studies
Physical Education
Psychology
Reading
School Principal and Supervisor
Social Sciences
Sociology
Statistics
Substance Awareness Coordinator
Teacher Certification
Teaching (MAT)
Teaching Middle Grade Mathematics
TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers o f Other Languages)
Theatre
Water and Resource Management

Doctor of Audiology (Sc.D./ *
Doctor of 'Educationta Pedagogy{EdtßA
Doctor of Environmental Management (D.Env;M.)

Sunday,January29,2006
Student center
an
BBB

Learn m ote about out graduate programs
jj Attend workshops on financial aid
Learn about preparing for graduate study
. Speak with program faculty
For additional information
contact The Graduate School;
| | | | 8 l 97^55-5147

wwwanontclair.edu/gaduate
graduate.school@montclair.edu
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The light«- are still on in Student Center Room 103. but that’s
probably only becim-e the Student Gavemment Association, Inc is

students, by students?
Ironically, this turmoil is occurring in a semester where the

nut responsible for paying the utility hill. The SGA has shown an
inability to perfonu routine u.-h> .-uch as this would present.
Three weeks into the new seme-ter, six months into the new

SGA legislature recently approved over $69,000 for a Moutciairfest
concert, despite the failure of the same event one year prior. Funds
have also been approved for Senior Week to the tune of $-19.000.

academic year and the SGA rem ain' without a permanent book
keeper. The M ontclarion first reported about the Association's
financial fiasco in its opening issue on Sept 8. shortly after the
SGA released its hist full-time bookkeeper. Who could have pre-

One has to wonder how the legislature expects such large »urns
of money to be handled responsibly when the SGA has shown au
inability to handle funds a frightening av>e»smc-nt for au organi

dicted the executive board’s inaction and alo»lhe»s th at would lead
to our unchanged situation today. Feb. 2?
How vital is a bookkeeper, anyway? As evidenced by vari
ous recent events, a bookkeeper is extremely important. The
M ontclarion has encountered billing issue» like never before.
Former editor Jessica Ilavery was called at her home for an over
due $1,900 Staples balance because th e SGA neglected to take care
of the bill, and Editor-in-Chief Michael McT'hee has been contacted
by The M ontdarm n'a printing company, seeking the payment of a
$4.000 past-due balance Other organizations such as Class One
Concerts have reported similar events while the SGA continue-; to
display a blatent disregard for the1organization' that exist under
them, I
The wheels are still turning, but for how long? The SGA must
realize th a t they exist in the zeal world with real implications, and
th a t real companies expect to be compensate A% a timely m anner
v M the end, the only reason th a t the SQAamounts to anything is

Advisor
Laura Federico
A d vertisin g D irector
Kevin Schwoebel

zation th at is entrusted with lurge amounts of student fees.
1b their credit, the SGA Executive Board is in the middle of an
interview process to find a new bookkeeper. However, this opera

O verall Design
Mike Sanchez

tion is nomewhat haphazard and far overdue. This U something
th at should have certiiinly been done over winter break and. in
reality, much sooner than that.

CONTACT US
Editor-In-Chief
Managing
Production
Treasurer
News Editor
Newsroom
Advertising Director
Bookkeeper

The next bookkeeper obviously has a daunting task; one th at i»
growing more daunting a» lime goes on. An audit that should have
been conducted in December was never presented to the Board of
Trustees; a situation that should concern all »tudents.
A«- the spring semester gets into full swing, it i ' difficult to point
to a »ingle success of the Lilln administration. The status quo has
nut been maintained and. in many respects, we have regressed.
In an effort to be balanced, The M ontclarion invites the SGA
Executive Board to compile a list of achievments to be published
in next week’s issue.
We look forward to lea

because they have a large budget thrusted upon them from.student
fees. Without the ability to spend this budget effectively, w h at real
place does the' SGA have a t this University as an organization for

(973) 655-5230
(973) 655-5282
(973) 655-5282
(973) 655-5241
(973) 655-5169
(973) 655-5241
(973) 655-5237
(973) 655-5237

The M ontclarion vi a Class One organization of the
Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State
University. Published weekly, except during examina
tions, summer and winter sessions, The M ontdarion is
funded by student fees distributed by the SGA and by
incoming advertising revenue. The views expressed in
the Opinion section, with the exception of the Main
Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The
M ontclarion. The first edition of The M ontclarion,
then named The Pelican, was published on November

28, 1928.

Google Crossing The Line On Privacy
Search Engine Results Should Be Private, Government Should Stray from Being “Big Bro”
In the last couple of weeks, one of the
big political issues to h it the nation is the
government’s subpoena of records of searches
conducted on probably
the most popular search
engine on the internet,
Google. The reason they
are requesting the infor
mation is to help conduct
research towards a new
law aimed at protecting
your children from adult
PAUL
content on the internet.
OSSOU
The government claims
COLUMNIST
th at they ju st want
statistics about what is
being found on the internet, so th at they can
determine how often adult, m aterial is looked
up.
This law and the aim ofthis research seems
innocent and even supportable. However, the
age old questions still confronts us: when is
the government overstepping its bounds to

an American’s right to privacy? Is it, in this
case? As far as they tell us, they are not. They
simply want to know what people are looking
at statistically. The administration has been
the on the defense about internal spying
lately. I, for one, do not tru st their intentions!
Why would they need to know what peo
ple are looking up? Is it not the right of the
people of this country to be able to freely gain
knowledge and information? If you do use the
internet for research, or even to look a t adult
m aterial, if this is done in your own home,
what business is it of the government? I real
ize th at they are trying to protect children
with this law, but how does this law really
protect them?
Firstly, the data will not tell them who
is looking it up, at least now without giving
identities which they said they do not want.
So how can they tell if it is a child or adult
looking at the explicit material? Is that not
the point of the whole thing? I do not see how
the data of what people are anonymously

searching for can be linked to how young chil
dren can find this type of material.
This ju st sounds like they are looking for
an excuse to spy on us. They want to know
what we are doing on the internet so th at can
monitor us, and help them become “big brother.”
Furthermore, the other line that they are cross
ing is now the government playing “big brother,”
to our children and siblings. They are telling us
how to raise our children.
While most of us, including myself agree
children exposed to explicit m aterial at a young
age is a bad thing, is it the government’s job to
make sure they are not? Is th at not the job of
the parents? Should th at not be a private family
issue?
While I will agree that it seems to be the
trend th at kids are being exposed to mature
subjects at a much younger age then even our
generation was, can the government force bet
ter parenting? After all there is a wide range of
measures the parents can take on their own to
ensure that their children are not being exposed

to the adult hazards of the internet.
A parent can sit with a kid while they
surf the web, or if they cannot be there
while the child is surfing they can turn
the parental controls on to help keep the
kids from being able to get to these sites.
Just talking with a young child about the
dangers of the internet might be enough to
instill some responsibility into the child.
The government, it would seem, has
overstepped two sacred boundaries. The
first, our right to privacy and the right to
use the internet freely. And second is our
right to parent our own children. I submit
th at the data they want is not required
for protecting our children. Instead, it is
merely an excuse to snoop on the American
people. They are trying to disguise playing
our “big brother,” but are actually being our
“big brother.”
Paul Ossou, a Political Science major, is in his
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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MSU Missing A Brew skie Bonanza?
One Student’s Plan for A Very Wet Campus: MSU Opens Bars And Rings In The Cash
At the risk of sounding clumsy, youth
ful, self righteous and irresponsible, I firm
ly believe that Montclair State University
should lift its dry curse
th at has plagued this
campus for more than
two decades and put
up a bar or two on the
main drag. Not only do I
believe this to be socially
acceptable, but also .it
would be an economic
nest egg.
TOM
SHIELDS
Montclair is known
COLUMNIST
as a suitcase school, and
th at is because campus
life is a non-entity. Students who are over
21 go to bars like. Celebrities and Doc’s,
which are both a short drive away, but when
booze and alcohol are thrown into the mix,
all bets are off Having bars on campus will
certainly lower the amount of drunk driving,
and besides t aking our hard earned money,
the heads of this institution are also looking
out fof our physical well being. In this case
everybody wins.
Any of the students.that stay on campus,
even if they are 21, have to drink secretly in
their dorms or at The Village Apartments like
it is some sort of warped speakeasy, still wait
ing for the 18th Amendment to he repealed.
There is the Village, but most students can’t
even touch that posh and swanky resort until
senior year. It is a brutal and vicious cycle
that’s lost its fun somewhere between high

school and freshman year of college.
A bar on campus will be easy to maintain.
As responsibility is concerned, you would
need two proofs of ID to get in: obviously your
driver’s license and your MSU ID to confirm
you’re 21. If MSU ID cards can tell you how
many blocks you have on your meal plan, I’m

you have a problem with that, then don’t let
the door h it you in the ... well, you get the
picture.
So if this ever goes down and you want a
couple of buddies to visit, make sine they’ve
renèwed their passport or Xeroxed their birth
certificate a t their local Staples.

“ ... B ut I con sider m y gen eration som ew hat lost,
con sid erin g w e didn’t ask for th is. Yes, w e w ere
born in to th is, but for God’s sake, w e didn’t ask for
th ese strange u tilitarian drinking law s.”
sure they can put a program in there where
it also verifies your birth date; I mean, we
could make this University Fort Knox if we
wanted to. Throw in a metal detector, some
police officers, and a black-fight to rid out
all the unwanted fakes, and we’re set. I am
from the Jersey Shore and this is how we do
it in the bars down there. It is a fool-proof
technique. Baby-faced individuals always get
turned down, especially without the proper
identification.
You may at this point be saying “this
sounds good, but what about the people who
don’t go to this school and want to go to one
of these new Montclair Bars?” Well, they
also have to show two forms of ED. Plain and
simple. No two proofs of ID, no entrance. If

Now th at the fortifications are estab
lished, we have to get right down to the
menu and operation hours. All I ask for is a
three-day operation week on every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 7:00pm to 2:00am, beer
will be the only thing served. Because we all
know th at enough hard alcohol can make a
monster out of any man, or women for th at
matter. Charge between $3 and $5 a beer and
have the capacity of 200 people or so and let
the money flow in.
According to those weird, fun-facts table
centerpieces in the Blanton Cafeteria, aver
age Montclair students consume less than
four drinks per night. Those numbers seem
to be skewed. But all arguments aside, at $3
and $5 a beer, you can make an easy twenty

bucks off the average person each night.
Multiply th at by two hundred people or so
and th at is roughly $4,000 a night. You do
th at three times a week and you can acheive
a nice profit th at Em sure this school needs to
pay off the debt for the recreation center and
University Hall. Hey, maybe they can take
th at money and make some more convenient
parking spots.
We can even up the ante and have some
coffee shops and restaurants flank the bars.
Again another cash operation th at will
heighten the morale of the student body and
fine this institution’s pockets. I guarantee
th at less parties and drunken tirades will be
broken up by the local police force as well,
because most of the student body will be
going to the bars.
I
understand th at with drinking laws
established, it is very hard to accomplish this
feat. But I consider my generation somewhat
lost, considering we didn’t ask for this. Yes,
we were bom into this, but for God’s sake, we
didn’t ask for these strange utilitarian drink
ing laws. It isn’t our fault th at our parents,
aunts, uncles, older sisters and brothers, and
all those th at came before us, screwed up the
art of drinking. We should not have to feel
like criminals if we get busted for drinking
on campus. If you work hard, you should play
hard, and all we ask for is a little beer to'
quench our parched throats.
Tom Shields, a History major, is in his first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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Thumbs Down to MSU Shuttle Services for continued poor service.

V

1
1

to MSU women’s basketball for continuing a home-team winning streak, going
8-2

1
1

Thumbs Down to Physical Plant for the large number of potholes and broken elevators on
campus.
.

Thumbs Up

to the SGA for a successful “Meet the Dean’ program.

Thumbs Up

to shuttle bus driver Maria.

Thumbs Up

to the University for providing free Kasser Theatre tickets to students.
o
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Sm okers Need Some Slack ^

Si

Misguided Smoke Haters Infringing On Smokers’ Right To Light Up
Will everyone stop ganging up on the
smokers? Fve been smoking cigarettes for
five years now. In th at time, I have seen
the price of cigarettes
skyrocket, I have seen
countless studies come
out against smokers,
and now we have the NJ
smoking ban. Well, I, for
one, am sick and tired
of being discriminated
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

a g a in s t, p u s h e d a ro u n d ,

told what I can and canORTIZ
not do with my body and
MANAGING
sequestered into smaller
tU IIU K
------ --------------- and smaller areas. At
this rate the only place anyone will be able
to smoke is in a specialized, air-tight room
inside their basement!
The thing th at bothers me the most about
this entire smoking situation in N J and
throughout the country is th at it is based on
lies. They say th at there won’t be any smok
ing allowed in restaurants and bars* because
of health risks. Fve never heard anything so
comical in my life. If the government was
really concerned about health, they would
' ban alcohol distribution in bars. The fact
th at beer and booze are sold in bars promotes
drinking and driving. If people could only get
their liquor from stores, you can rest assured
that there would be fewer drinking and driv
ing accidents.
Alcohol abuse is a larger problem than
cigarette smoking. Remember, there are
non-smoking sections in bars, but there are
no drunk-driving lanes on the Parkway.
Anytime anyone drives on a road they take
a chance that they will not be coming home
because of binge drinking at bars. According
to the National Center of Injury Prevention
and Control, one person is injured in a drunk
driving accident every two seconds, and one
person dies every 31. Yet drinkers have not
been confined like smokers have.
JOSE

Taking this fallacy of a concern for public
health even further, if the state is so con
cerned why not outlaw gas-guzzling super
high horsepower cars? According to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
“driving a car is the single most polluting
thing th at most of us do.” The pollutants that
cars produce cause as many as 1,500 cases of
cancer every year. In urban areas, 90 percent
of all the carbon monoxide in the air is there
because of cars. The fact is th at there are
plenty of things the government could make
us do to lower the amount of contaminants in
the air. They could make carpooling manda
tory, force people to use mass transit or make
people m aintain their older cars or buy newer
ones. But that’s infringing upon our rights.
What do you think is happening to the smok
ers?
These so-called health conscious people
complain about the effects of second-hand
smoke. Once again more lies. Up until the
1990’s there were no smoking laws. Packs
were cheap; people could smoke on planes,
trains, buses, classrooms and doctors’ waiting
rooms. Then non-smokers began complaining
about the smell, and parents were worried
about their children. So laws were passed
to abide those people, smoking sections were
created and a minimum age requirement was
enforced. Everyone should have been happy,
but there was still a small group of people
who were hell-bent on ridding the world of
smoking.
These “smoke haters” knew th at to ban
smoking completely would be next to impos
sible,but their aim would be to ban smoking
in public places. But the Republican congress
at the time would not hear of it. They chal
lenged the smoking opponents to provide
proof th at smoking endangered innocent
bystanders.
In 1993, the EPA gave them the proof they
needed. A 600-page document declaring sec
ondhand smoke “a class A human carcinogen

with no safe level of exposure.” So now we
smokers have been reduced to second-hand
citizens.
But the part that is left out is that a group
of tobacco farmers then sued the EPA for
“deliberately suppressing scientific evidence
th at would have proven secondhand smoke
not guilty of murder.” In July of 1998, South
Carolina Judge William Osteen ruled that
the EPA’s evidence was not found in the prop
er conditions. He found th at the EPA did not
do any new research, that they announced
their results before the study was finished,
they excluded almost two thirds of their data,
and at the end of their study, they doubled
their margin of error. Judge Osteen ordered
the 600 page report null and void!
But this is what the non-smokers throw in
our faces.
The fact is th at it takes about twenty
years or more of second hand smoke expo
sure for it to manifest within a person and
to actually have an effect. Studies say that
second-hand smoke kills up 50,000 people
per year. But what the studies leave out is all
the other factors th at could be contributing.
Barbequing with half a bag of charcoal is as
damaging as smoking 80 packs of cigarettes,
but no one is going to quit grilling. The point
is that if you repeat a he often enough, it
eventually becomes the truth.
The bottom line is that the rights of smok
ers are being disregarded. The fact th at more
than a quarter of all adults in the U.S. smoke
cigarettes is being looked at as insignificant.
Not being allowed to smoke in restaurants
and bars is just another blow to the smokers
in a long line of punches thrown by stuck-up
anti-smokers. Our personal liberties are
being taken for granted, and it doesn’t look
as though it will ever stop. It will only get
worse.

Statistic
o f the
Week:

0

Number of

0

bookkeepers
employed by
the SGA since
September.

Jose Ortiz, a Business major, is in his first
year a s Managing Editor for The Montclarion.
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OPINION

Our Unwelcome Technology
Technology Is Changing Education, And Usually Not for The Better
The advance in new technology is rap
idly changing our world and, let’s face it,
mankind has never been so lazy! The use
of new programs such
as Blackboard, WESS
and the internet sites,
such as Quia and Course
Compass, is putting
much of the MSU com
munity on couch-potato
mode. Instead of mak
ing assignments easier
JAM IE LYNN
and more efficient, these
CORYELL
internet programs are
COLUMNIST
--------------------- becoming more effort
than they are worth.
Today’s modem world is depending on
technology in their daily lives. One can
not walk two feet without seeing someone’s
ear glued to their cell phone. With mobile
internet devices, such as Blackberry and cell
phones, people are unable to live without
their internet connections. Work and per
sonal e-mail accounts are necessities and text
and instant messaging seem to be the only
way to connect with friends. The campus of
Montclair State is becoming solely dependent
on the internet for homework assignments,
conversing with professors and scheduling
classes. Blackboard and WESS have become
the center for learning at MSU. Almost every
professor I have had thus far uses Blackboard
and insists th at we check Blackboard for
updates in the class. WESS is the only way to
schedule classes for the upcoming semester
and check our account for various details,
(balances owed to the school, holds on our
accounts and so on). Many professors are
relying on internet sites to be supplemental
learning sources for their classes.
This dependence on technology is causing
a distraction and making students and even
professors lazier than ever. The internet is
being used in every aspect of our lives, espe
cially in work and school, making it easier for
people to work from home. By doing home
work, research and communicating online,
people are forced to sit at their computers for
hours a t a time. I know from personal experi
ence that if I tell myself that I am only going
to go online to e-mail one professor, those five
minutes turn into an hour-long chat with
friends. The internet can be very distracting,
especially when friends are online or when
you are checking Facebook to see if you have
any messages, making it difficult to get any
thing done in a reasonable timeframe.
I am sure th at eveiyone has had a comput
er problem the night before an assignment is
due or has used their printer as an excuse
for not having their paper. In many cases,
printers are no longer necessity when these
programs are used. So what happens when
an assignment is due and it is not complete?
Quia and Blackboard have been established
in order to eliminate that excuse, but I am
sure mine has not been the only computer to
receive a virus. When a computer crashes, all
of the information may be lost. Even with a
backup flash drive to store information, there
can be problems with that as well. Sometimes
there is ho way to get to another computer,
or you could have forgotten to save the only
essay you need to print. Computers crash
often and these programs make life more dif
ficult in these crises.
What about those who cannot sit still for
any length of time? Sitting at the computer
to compose a ten-page paper is hard enough,
but having online homework assignments
for several classes has made it more difficult
to find time for part-time jobs and time for
friends. The internet programs that MSU
and other educational facilities are heav
ily using are distracting students from their
schoolwork and jobs. Students know that
once an internet connection has been estab

lished, they have been sucked into chatting
with friends from other schools and research
ing things other than homework, despite the
available away messages.
Some may argue th at the required pro
grams only cater to residential students.
However, they do benefit (or cause problems)
for both residents and commuters. Each
individual has an equal opportunity to use
all of the sites as long as there is an internet
connection. Every student has a NetID and
a password, allowing them to use Blackboard
and Webmail. A course code, ID and pass
word are all th at are required to use most of
the homework sites too; every computer has
the capability to run the programs. Whether
you are doing the questions on Quia th at are
due in ten minutes at home or in your dorm
on campus, every student has an equal oppor
tunity.
In today’s modernized world, changes are
unfeasible. Most workplaces and schools are
relying more and more on the internet and email accounts to make things easier. Despite
how many of these programs relieve some

of the work and make assignments easier,
overall, they still have glitches and take more
effort to try to use and set up accounts than
they are really worth. The MSU community
has joined the rest of the country in becoming
lazy and relying on computers for everything
whether we choose to or not.
Despite the love-hate relationship with
these newfangled technologies, homework
and communication has changed society,
making people lazier than ever, due to the
ease of use. Computers, cell phones and por
table hand-held devices are seen everywhere
you look.
The programs th at Montclair State has
adopted are making technology use even
more wide-spread for students and profes
sors. Gone are- the days of written home
work, pens and pencils; here are the times
of e-mailing professors for homework assign
ments (right after you get the latest gossip
from your friend online).
Jamie Lynn Coryell, a Business major, is in her
first year as a coiumnist for The Montclarion.

Q u e s tio n o f
The W eek
H ow d o you fe e l a b o u t the
sh u ttle services a t M o n tcla ir
State U niversity?

NUNZIO
MOUDATSOS
Vean Junior
Major: Sociology

“It is not good.
Sometimes stu
dents have to wait
way too long. Especially late a t night
when people are done partying and are
drunk.”

FAITH
SACKLOW
Year: Freshman
M ajor:
Undeclared

“The shuttle
services a t MSU
are below par. In the winter the shuttle
should ru n more often because it’s cold
out.”

MICHAEL
CAMELU
Year: Junior
Major: Criminal
Justice

“Surprisingly, the
shuttle service
at Montclair has
improved drastically since last year.
However, there are still some wrinkles
th at need to be ironed out. For example,
when you see three busses arriving a t the i
same stop a t the same time.”

FREDDY
CARTER
co u rtesy of krtcam pus.com

Montclarion
Mailbag
I commend staff w riter Jesse Jenkins on
his report and statistics of the MSU parking
fiasco. The University has a serious problem
when students are missing-class due to the
horrendous parking situation here. The goal
of a university is to promote learning, not to
induce stress due to logistical errors made by
the adm inistration and the parking author
ity. Parking spaces are placed in inconvenient
areas: Clove Road spots, parking up hills,
parking down hills, etc. There isn’t even a
proper place to park near Panzer Gym!
We all have heard this before, and I am
not complaining ju st for the sake of complain
ing. The university caused this huge problem
because of their poor planning, and it is a
situation th at could have been remedied in
the past.

Year: Junior
M ajor:
Psychology

“The shuttle ser
vices are average.
! They come and go sometimes, especially
on the weekend when sometimes they
don’t come a t all.. 1 give them a C-”

I feel th at the administration at Montclair
LEO
State University is neglecting to realize that
GRIMALDI
there ju st isn’t enough space on this campus.
If MSU wants to reach a goal of 20,000 stu
Year: Sophom ore
dents in 4 years, then they’re going to have to
M ajor: Classics
figure out ways to create more parking and
more residence halls. It is also worth not
“T don’t hate th e
ing th at Rutgers-New Brunswick has about
shuttle services,
butthgy coaldbe
33.000 students, and significantly larger
campus than MSU. How can MSU handle improved. Pledging would have been.
20.000 students when it can barely accom easier if we could have depend«! on
tf is is f B H H I
modate 16,000+?
It ju st seems like the adm inistration is
trying to fill a balloon with water to maxi
PAULI—
mum capacity. Sooner or later, it will burst.
FRYE
Sanket Shah
Political Science Major

Year; Freshm an
M ajor:
Crim inal Ju stic e

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Let
ters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once received,
letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and
libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last
four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an
author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The
Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student
Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.

“The shuttle isn’t i
bad until the week
end hits, then l end up walking every
where. I’m tired of catching a shuttle
to th e Village and then walking to the
T ransit deck. More T ransit shuttles
should rundaily.”
Question of the Week opinions are views
expressed by the students of Montclair State
University, and are not necessarily the Wavs
o f the Montclarion.
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The Family Monster by Josh Shalek
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F e b ru a ry 1 ■1

Fmot.oii.il isoi.iLiun will no funger ore .ur
bi ram between furaci' and lovers O m the
iu-j.1 Biivra da>B, t-'pc-c! luv.vj om-.- !.. fusi er
infunisi ipr or express r i-wfound «urial cumi«uy. Group events and iamily cc lehi at'oris n ia \|
be partuulaily rewaid.ng stav open to jH
proposals or reunions.

YeU YViiaV- Y k tjW c f tu S e

you're qnim^l ireSeqrckerSj
v\o o«e else will i»e
your frie n v js? J 3’’*
'—

S

A q c e \b We,

'

fcire -Hue qvtiM^s
.leq'vt

liM y -H

■ (February Id - March 19'B
Trusted business piurtduioB will tin.' wee
onMiit' roliobic re«ult* Before mid-work c»
leagues at officials may ieri mildly threatenel
by creative «ugge-limi» or ginup speculation
Avoid public dt’lii.lt'. ii pon'iblf. and wait fol
new ideas to gum support your tUdiiriluuiH
established met nod* will oe uppri-uaud.

A r ie s p!
S».

>. • ? '

Before mid-wiek, a rinse relative' may open
1> discuss recent career disappointment* dr
financial smlwcks Ask probing questions and
encourage) crea live sol.it -’ns At present loved
ones will aead steadv guidanre and dedica! ed
emotional supponi

- 4.

* * *■

M T a u ru s •**
Social invitations, sensuality nr group creativ
dy now offer unique reward« Manv Taureatts
will this week adopt an attitude ofcunosity or
emotion#ln x p loradrtfn. '
1 ".v.-.*’ .=-:
^ C e m m i wsm
•JS |.
(May 21—June 2Ö)
■ ■ 11
Work officials will this week rely heav
ily on trusted business practices and detailed
records After Tuesday your unique mental
aud verba! skills will bring clarity to compli
cated projects irai.nR focused on established
procedures and expert colleagues to reiiuire
pxtiä:.encduragenient'.
I
B

>*» C a n c e r
! Ju n e 21 - J u h 211 ■
I o-ir.«. 10b application- and official d o n im ints
a re now easily clarified o r completed. E a r l J
tin s wi-i-k. how.’v er p.-u .11 tentum 10 slum te n
expectations, lust m inuti projects o r new M
bn. s Older co-workers vnay ask lor un < ■
tion of tim es d ates nr daily events.

# Leo W
Romantic partners may this week press B
solid commitments nr finalized plans. In the
comm? weeks «ingle Loos cun expect a sharp
increase in social flirtation. Remain sensi
tive to private emotions and expect an honest
g j^ ssio n llliiiid d i 11 lomantic doubt: before
Friday, minor tensions between loved ones wi,
escalate.

M V ir g o m ,
Augu-t 22 - September 21) ■
Gossip ¡11 the woikplaui is now liesi avo.ifl
Oyer the next seven days friends or colleague
will appear cheerful but privately feel m lm f
able. Maintain a healthy respect for defeat]
-nci.il and romantic issues at present, nev
line uftails will imt survive public scrutiny I

HLibra m

{September 2 2 - O ctober 2 2 1 p |
Ib is week, loved ones or ilo-c room m ates ma
dem.uid group pai ruspai ion and ¡-peoni dcdu.1
turn tn dailv chores rtnc.ul or family planning 1
now a lop jm e n ty and may «»on c re ilo m i l l
d i-iij'ie e n ira ts in th e home Bare yourself ,ir
wait lb- d e a r -lg n als ongoing pul irai 1 ■
em pathy will lie needed

<# S c o r it io <H;
(October 23 - November 21)

Over 1he next few days luirne 1onlines B
estahlished family hah’ts may requite st-nuu
adjustment. Respond qijickiv lo the needs I
opinions 0! loved ones before nest week «.irfl
Mends 01 relatives may expect public state
moms of dedication and support
H

^ S a g it t a r iu s m
'.Novi-inher 22 December 20' ■
Unique invila; um- may this week trigger grmi
speculatimi: afte# Tuesday, expect co-wortfl
and friends to pioh. for personal i\.vela!io|
or pi ivate information Kumannc promise» 1
family cvoiics may be id’ junicuiar mu-rest
go «low and Ruefully considu the fi-eliriipj
others. B
B l December 21 Janm uy ISi» B
Legal ownership, financial document« or lif|
sensitive jutynienis will tills week rcuum c.uj
lion and special diplomacy. Before mid-wt I
study minor details for misinterpreted tac t« ■
poorly defined terms.
■

“Mr. Klayton’s first-year anthropology c ia s s happily
stum bles a cro ss a w ell-preserved Man from G lad ,
with the fre sh n e ss still locked in.”

“You know I live by the sword, S u sie.
Unfortunately, w e’re living in m ore
of a gun culture.”
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Crossword
A C R O SS
Major commodity
Knife thrust
O wns
Plant a second
crop
15 Distinctive
atmosphere
16 & so forth
17 ‘T h e Lion in
Winter” star
18 W ide sm ile
19 W hat person
20 Grange
22 More destitute
24 ivey or C arvey
27 Strongboxes
29 Diarist Frank
30 Teheran man
32 W ee lad
33 Cuban export
34 Barnard, Sm ith,
e ta l.
37 Cow chow
38 Bruise
39 Extinct bird
42 Uninvited guests
44 Knights’
weapons
47 Swallow
48 Eddie Murphy
movie
49 _ _ Stanley
Gardner
50 Little m isses
52 Disorderly
jumble
53 Oven-cooked
55 Cream shade
57 Chew y treat
58 Seth’s son
60 G ive a new title
to
64 Psychic letters
65 Provoke
66 English pope
67 _ Moines, IA
68 Arizona city
69 Com bined, as
resources
1
7
11
T4

Sudoku #8

©2005 KrazyDad.com

R ii in the blank squares so that each row* each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all o f the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

DOWN
1 Theater sign’s
letters
2 Hanoi holiday
3 Gone by
4 Nonreligious
5 “Damn Yankees”
vamp

i

2

3

4

5

6

9

20
25

21

m
■

26

30

■

34
37

32

■
H

57

58

67

54

ü

65
68

1
© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
A ll rig h ts reserved.

6, Fancy pitchers
7 Sink in the
middle
8 Capsized
9 Zodiac’s first
sign
10 C ause of ruin
11 Felling
12 Goddess of
wisdom ’
13 O lym pics official
21 Screen stars
23 Podium
24 Part of a table
setting
25 Neighborhood
26 Dark blue
28 Ferrari, e.g.
31 Andes people
33 Salad green
35 Wino
36 IS S partner
39 Little more than
40 Underground 1
deposits
41 Q ueries
42 Force on
astronauts?

V
Í
1

51 .

55

59

■

1

61

62

63

43

50

64

41

36

53

49

40

33

35

1 mÏ
■

46

39

23
29

38

45

13

19

22

28

12

16

42
44

[11;.

10

5

17

24

1
[L
■

8

14

48

■

52

56

60
66
69
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Solutions
a 3 1 0 Od
NV 1Ua V
3 Ml V N 3 El
n u o 3

s 3 a

Ml

M
IM

43
44
45
46
50
51

S a k i’s real name
Combined
Stir up
Bracing devices
Bottle resident?
Assign to the
junk heap

54 Part of the
school year
56 Reconstruct
59 Black or White
61 Be ill
62 M iss W est
63 Pull the plug on
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Child Care Wanted
"Big Brother" needed. Looking for
fun, self-m otivated, caring young
m an to be "Big Brother" to 6-yearold, 1-2 afternoons/w eek or w eek
ends. M ust be com fortable playing
and initiatin g projects. Includes
going to park, building legos, play
ing board gam es, playing sports, etc.
More than babysitting - its interact
ing. Interested? Call (201) 247-8812.

B abysitter fo r tw in s w anted. Couple
w ith tw in s (boy/girl 18-months-old)
seeks part tim e b ab ysitter ASAP!
(day or evening hours). We are
located in Bloom field next to the
parkw ay. C all (408) 373-4038 about
tim e and rates.

Babysitter to pick up 8-year-old child
from school every W ednesday at
3:15, and supervise in m y M ontclair
heights hom e until 7:00. M aybe
other flexib le babysitting. D river's
license and speak English. Cindy
(973) 365-0159.

Childcare w anted fo r tw o very
sw eet children, ages 7 and 4, 3:00
- 6:00, tw o or three days per w eek in
Upper M ontclair. Days are flexib le.
M ust have a car and valid driver's
license. Call Joanne (973) 509-0683.

Fun, responsible, caring student
needed to care fo r three loving ch il
dren in Upper M ontclair. M- F 2:30
- 5:30 w ith possible one fu ll day.
Please call (973) 641-0104.

wwwahemOT

February 2. 2006

About to graduate? Need a F/T or
P/T jo b ? W hy w ork fo r som eone
else w hen you can w ork fo r yo u r
se lf? Set up your ow n hours, call
your ow n shots, and build your ow n
future w ith lim itless incom e poten
tia l. Call (973) 783-8475 or w w w .
vdebaets.com .

Hom ework helper: fo r 7th grader in
M ontclair. Mon - Thurs a fter school.
M ust drive and have good referenc
es. Call M ary at (973) 890-3015 (Day)
or (973) 783-1636 (Night).

Handym an w anted: Responsible
person fo r lig h t hom e im provem ent
projects. Located 2 blocks from cam 
pus in M ontclair. Insulation, paint
ing, hard w ork. Call Paul at (973)
744-2642 o r Paul@ canusdsv.com

F iv e or m o re
Sum m er jo b s! Day cam p counselor.
No nights/w eekends. Group coun
selors, lifeguards/W SI, instructors fo r
sports, crafts, nature, outdoor sk ills.
W arren Township (Som erset County)
NJ. (908) 647-0664, rvrbnd1@ aol.
com or apply at w w w .cam priverbend.com .

W aiters/W aitresses. W estm ont coun
try club seeks p art tim e w eekend
servers, no experience necessary,
w ill train , could m ake up to $14
per/hour. A pply in person, W ednes
day thru Friday 12:00 P.M. - 6 P.M.,
728 R ifle Cam p Road, W est Paterson,
New Jersey, or call fo r an appoint
m ent (973) 256-8868.

su n b u rn s
d o u b l e y o u r r is k

Eats flies. Dates a pig.
Hollywood star.

o f d e v e lo p in g
s k in c a n c e r .

LIVE YOURDREAMS
Pass It On.
»
THE E0ÌIHDMI0H t il 1 IETTEIÏIF E

'

P r o t e c t y o u r s k i n ..
w w w . a a d . o r g • 8 8 8 .4 6 2 .D E R M

www.forbetterlife.org

■ ; -. .j

ti' : í" >

.ifc

2 beautiful little g irls need you!
Tuesdays 2:30 - 8 P.M. plus 2 - 5
additional w eekday hours (flexible
days/tim es.) Close to cam pus; m ust
have car or w alk from university.
Keri (973) 783-7153.

$10 per Hour
or MORE!

Special Ed m ajors. Sitter- needed fo r
au tistic child in our Clifton hom e 3
days a w eek. 3:30 - 6:30 Please call
(973)357-1181.

N eed extra c a s h ?
R e g is t e r F R E E

I won’t

Childcare fo r 7 yr. Old boy. (10 m in.
from MSU) W ednesday 2:30 - 6:30
P.M. and if possible, one m ore after
noon. Student w ith transportation,
m usic sk ills a plus. Call (973) 4522500.

fo r jo b s n e a r
cam p us or hom e.

stu d en t-sltters.co m
**★ ★ **★ **★ ***★ ★ *★ ★ ★ **★
*

B abysitter needed: Local, 2:30 - 6:30
P.M. M - F. Experience preferred.
Reliable car necessary. References
required. (973) 464-1688 or (973)
655-8066 leave m sg.

*

*

*

it
it

★
★

J
Sum m er rental. Seaside Hts. 2 BR 1
bath, sleep s 8, 2nd house to beach,
M em orial thru Labor Day. $8,000 call
(908) 309-1387.

for the EITC. Know.

*********

J

★ Mad Science o f North'Central New Jersey ★
Î is currently looking for students to work J
* 1 - 4 hours a week teaching science classes *
* t o kids- Excellent pay-including training!! J

★

..

Do You:

★

There's a lot to know about qualifying for the Earned Income Tax

★
Credit (EITC). You need to w ork and earn te st than $34,692. If you

1.800.TAX.1040

J
★
Î

*Love Working with children/
* Have full-time access to a ear/
*Have an outgoing personality/

J
*
J

your tax preparer. When it com es to getting help claiming everything

Internal Revenue Service

you honestly deserve, consider it done.

w ww .irs.gov/eitc

★ if you answered yes to these questions, *
★
give us a call at C973) 244-1880
*
*.
and set up an interview.
*

have children, they must meet three qualifying tests. And that's just

M odels. W omen, 18 and older, fo r
Thursday evening a rt class. Tasteful
nudity. No experience necessary.
Pay. (973) 460-1037.

fr

★ Positions Available Inrrroe4iately *
★
for Ma4 Scientists.
*

For Rent

Help Wanted

1938 o"

-*■«», AT O'-

to name a few. But the most important thing to know is you can get
help figuring it a ll out. Visit us on the web, caR 1-800-TAX-1040 or ask

★

★ ***★ *★ *★ *★ ★ *★ ★ ★ **★ **★

★

★

www.themontclafion.org
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Identity Crisis: Who Is Roger Federer?
Is Roger Federer Still R eally Roger Federer Or Has H e Som ehow B ecom e P ete Sampras In T h ese Past F ew Years?
Pat Lee

was a finalist 24 other times in singles tour
naments. In those 14 years he surmounted
$43 million in prize money and become the
greatest tennis player in history because
of the depth of the competition he feces. He
battled against many greats like McEnroe
(3-0), Becker (12-7), Edberg (8-6), Cornier
(16-4), Lendl (5-3), Chang (12-8), Rafter (124), Kafelnikov (11-2) and most noticeably,
Agassi (20-14).

tennis. No one has the ability to be a No. 1
and pursue other ventures at the same time.
Ju st look at what’s happened to Venus and
Serena Williams. Enough said. Sampras held
his dominance for almost a decade. Roger
Federer has been amazing, but it’s been
for two years, and if he can keep it up for
another four of five years, then he has a shot
to be the best. In the last two years, Federer’s
virtually impossible record in singles has

he can rip a short angle wide on the court.
Movement also goes to Federer because of
how effortless he makes it seem. You’ll hard
Federer won the A ustralian Open again
ly ever see him out of position on a ball and
(surprise, surprise), but let’s not discredit
he gets his racket on ju st about everything.
him. He had a very tough draw against
That being said, defense also goes to Federer.
players like Nicolay Davydenko and Tommy
His ability to frustrate big hitters like Andy
Haas.
Roddick in Wimbledon last year and Agassi
Federer looked to be in his top form
at the U.S. Open is how he won those slams.
again, surrendering only one set in the
Volleying goes to Sampras because he
final against Greek/Cypriot
always knew where to place
Marcos Baghdatis. A fter
them. That’s all you need
barely losing the first set 5-7,
to do with them: h it them
Federer turned his game up
where they’re supposed to
another notch into a gear that
be. Federer’s fitness is better,
no one else in tennis has and
but you can attribute th at
quickly cruised to his second
to breakthroughs in medi
A ustralian Open title 5-7,7-7,
cine and better knowledge of
6-0,6-2, making him the only
physical conditioning.
player in more than a decade
The last, but the most
to win his last three grand
im portant game factor is
slam finals consecutively.
determ ination.
Sam pras
The last player to do that
never gave up on a match. In
was Pete Sampras, the person
one A ustralian Open, Tom
Federer is being compared to
Gullickson, Sampras’ good
more and more. Sampras and
friend and coach passed out.
Federer share some history,
Sampras was clearly in the
seeing th at the three grand
throes of emotional break
slams he won consecutively
down during the tourna
were Wimbledon, the U.S.
co u rtesy of am arillonet.com
co u rtesy of ch inanew s.cn
ment. With his coach back
Open, and the A ustralian Pete Sampras (left) and Roger Federer (right) have many sim ilarities, but are they the same person in one? Signs may in the U.S. dying of brain
Open, and th at Federer has point to ‘yes’.
cancer, Pete dug down deep
won them as well in the exact
to defeat Jim Courier, all the
same order. Don’t worry, Fm not going to get
Sampras’ only downfall was the slow been 163 wins with only 10 losses: impres while crying on court during changeovers
all crazy and conspiring like the Kennedy/ courts of Roland Garros. The French Open sive. The only way to see how this will play and vomiting a number of times from physi
Lincoln sim ilarities. There’s nothing more to was the only grand slam to elude Sampras, out is to hope Roger Federer stays healthy, cal exhaustion.
this article than what you read. Fm not say and his closest was a semifinal against uninjured and at the same level he’s playing
It’s hard to clearly tell if Federer is going
ing Federer is Sampras in some way, they’re Yevgeny Kafelnikov in 1996, who had a at right now.
to reach Sampras’ plateau, let alone take it
ju st two guys who have a lot in common. stranglehold on the French Open at the time.
If I were to compare their games it would to a higher level, if possible. Both have a lot
Calm down.
None other than Roger Federer ended Pete look like this:
of things in common, from game styles and
To summarize up Pete Sampras’ career, Sampras’ reign at Wimbledon in 2001. The
For the serve, Fd give the advantage to playing ability, to their meeting in 2001 at
I’ll go with mostly statistics. His career epic 6-7,7-5,4-6,7-6,5-7 battle gave Federer Sampras. His game’s foundation was built Wimbledon, to the fact th at they both were
singles record is 762 wins and 222 losses. In the confidence th at let him know he was soon around his serving ability. He is hands down sponsored by Nike and used Wilson tennis
his 14-year career, he won 64 singles titles, going to be a No. 1 player, and since then, he the best and most dominant server ever. rackets. Federer Won his first Wimbledon
including a male record 14 grand slams (two hasn’t looked back.
Sampras was the only person th at could with a racket inspired by Pete Sampras’play
A ustralian Opens, five U.S. Opens and seven
So far in his eight-year career, Roger be serving love-40 down and still be at an ing. Both men used the smallest head sized
Wimbledon’s.) He has two doubles titles and Federer has come a little more than halfway advantage. He wasn’t overpowering with rackets on tour. Sampras used a Wilson prosto Sampras’ marks. His singles record is 403 his mph, consistently around high 120’s, but taff 6.0 (85 sq. inch head size) and Federer
wins and 120 losses. In those wins, he has his placement was beautiful and his second used a prostaff tour (inspired.by Sampras)
won 35 singles titles and been in nine other serve was better than most players’ first and more recently the best selling Ncode sixfinals. He’s won seven doubles titles and made serves.
one tour (90 sq. inch head size.)
$23 million in prize money. He has seven
The forehand is a tie because Federer can
In an interview, he was anointed the
grand slam titles (two A ustralian Opens, two put away any short ball and has great speed “next Sampras,” but he replied, “ I don’t want
U.S. Opens and three Wimbledon’s.) So far on it, but Sampras had more variety and to be the next Pete Sampras. I just want to
the French Open is the only slam th at eludes could hit a running passing shot easier than be Roger Federer and be as good as I can be
Federer as well, and by coincidence he also most players could hit a regular shot.
and not chase somebody else.”
lost in the semifinals in 2005. Federer and
The backhand would easily go to Federer
The only way for him to gain th at recogni
Sampras are at their best on the fast grass because he has so much variety. He can tion after his career is over is to keep up the
courtesy of sports.yahoo.com co u rtesy of new s.bb c.uk
courts at the All-England Club.
flatten it out to penetrate the court, he can frantic pace at which he’s been winning titles
Roger Federer seems to be the second-com
If
Federer
is
going
to
try
to
do
what
slice it to slow players down and keep them over the last two years. It’s up to the rest of
ing of Pete Sam pras, but does he have it in
himself to continue at this level and accom Sampras has done, then he’s going to have on their heels, he can h it it deep in the court the men’s tour to see if they can stop him
plish as much as Pete?
to block all distractions and focus solely on with a lot of topspin to push players back, or from becoming the next Pete Sampras.
Staff Writer

Interested?
I Contact
iM ik e at:
MSUSports
wgmail.com
The M ontclarion Is a c la ss I organnization of th e SG A , In c.
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NHL Power Rankings So Long, Super Mario
D oes Your Team Rank In T h e Top Ten Power Teams? N H L Legend, Mario Lemieux, Galls It Quits After 17 Seasons
Mike Johnson

I l h

r M

Sports Editor

Now th at the NHL has completed approx
imately three quarters of its first season
back from the strike, we’ve seen some of the
old and some of the new.
The Red Wings, Stars, Flames, Devils
and Avalanche are all among the best, but we
now see a few newcomers on the top ten list.
The Power Rankings are based on a few
factors. Of course the first is overall record.
Next would be goals for and goals against.
Most importantly, heart is factored in. You
can’t be powerful if you don’t have heart, so
without anymore hesitation, here is your top
ten list.
L Ottawa Senators (34434): The Senators
have dominated a ll season haclhave only
suffered 16 losses in §0 games including two
to the Flyers, two to
and one
and IMvils M t^ \
s the
ors have lost their
other m $^|g||nes to telBfe who are not in the
power raS& fratand oi
are probable^wStaMB1team sll
If you can
Ottawa has scored 2021 goafe^^ahfronly let
up 117 (+85), it’s not hard to see why the
Senators are ranked in the first spot.
2. Carolina Hurricanes (374X4): The
Hurricanes have emerged this p ast month as
a powerhouse;
the most
points so
à win, one point
for ape
n d hlÉ
fop
ed and goals
they could
ig Ottawa twice, but
ptayed.two'more games
than Ottawaarid'Oiflynave six more points
than them. They cannot be number one yet.
They have a promising young team and
will most likely be ranked No. 1 by the end of
this season or the beginning of next.
3. Detroit Red Wings (3443-5): It’s no sur
prise to any hockey fan th at Detroit is amppg
the best. You have to expect it-r Ttear arti
+52 in goals

Age may f t l a factor seeing th at Chris

are 35 years or older make up a major part
of their talent. Tbeyrnay or may not be able
to fiiiis ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S o n strong due to age, but
remember, these are finely-timed athletes
who train all year.
i U b S h n Q U S D l The Stars, like
the Red Wings, have been one of the domi
nant team s in hockey throughout the 90s
and 00s and are here to stay.
Dallas is currently one of the hotter team s
in th e N I |I . nraf ahmiM h e a b le to atasfehot.
Of i n m next 4 en aghes, only three are
including
Although D g jp lP i» 3 4 in goals for, it
seems they like wraM ig the close ones.
Their last three victories^frhich were against
St. Louis, Colorado and Detroit have all come
in the shootout.
&. Ifc d M il V n M m <3144-4): Nashville
hasn’t been around too long, so it’s kind of
hard not to take them with a grain of salt.
But now
pqihfer

d goaltenB
der
iy where
[table
they shouli
won’t be
for me, b
content v
going into
able to make the
the playoffs. Thi
playoffs this year, but next year, the No. 1
seed isn’t out of the question.

rare
£

Mike Johnson
Sports Editor

Nothing has ever been able to keep Mario
Lemieux away from the game he loves. F irst
come against
it was cancer., which he overcame. Then it
was the strike, which he helped negotiate
and
around. Now it is an irregular heartbeat
teai
thef
th at has forced Mario Lemieux to once again
th e |
retire after 17 seasons in the NHL.
Surely, the No. 66 will be hanging from
plate,
ther Remaining
the rafters, but before the retired num
tear
ber can be appreciated, his career must be
understood. Any hockey fan can tell you
not i
of them for now.
what makes Lemieux so great, but for the
7, Philadelphia Flyera (3143-8): Key inju younger generation or even the newcomers to
ries all season have kept the Flyers from
reaching their full potential. Peter Forsberg
and Robert Esche have been benched for long
period.-' of time with groin injtm a^-pfoile the
rest of the tea m wont hot and cold.
'»C ir dden->(- has at limes hen sub-par
ana
a re only a-+15 in goals, $ttjhey
cat. have their entire Ram healthy for the
is

games, expect the Flyers to be
among jt£§ top two or three in power rank
ings i h u t w it^ p l F o r s T B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f v e to be
towaw^ra^^ttom.

Their recent 11-game road trip, th at
ended at 8-2-1, showed potential for the red
hot Flyers, but since then, they have gone 32-2. Don’t be scared Flyers’ fans, Gagne and
Nittymaki have been holding it down and the
return of Esche makes for blue skies ahead.
& Cofando Avalanche (3949-5): Colorado
lost a few key players including Peter
Forsberg, but have retained Joe Sakic, Alex
Tanguay, Milan Hejduk and a lot more.
Anybody th at knowjgbockey should know
th at their roster
games, but
for the

co u rtesy of photoprofUe.com

The Penguins will no doubt retire Mario
Lemieux’s number one more time.

co u rtesy of cim si.co m

Jaromir Jagr (left), No. 6 8, and Mario
Lemieux (right), No. 66, dominated the NHL
through the early 9 0s and won two Stanley
Cups in the process.

hockey, a look back is all you’ll need.
The 19 year old Montreal native was
Pittsburgh’s first pick and the No. 1 overall
in the 1984 draft. At the time of his selec
tion, the Penguins were the laughing stock
of the NHL.
In his first season, he played in 73 of the
80 games and scored 43 goals with 57 assists.
At the time, these were good numbers, but for
a 19 year old rookie, it was a glimpse into the
future.
In Lemieux’s first year with the Penguins,
they won eight more games than the previous
year. Then, in the 85-86 season, they won
more 10 more games than that. Lemieux
gave Penguin fens a reason to believe that
Lord Stanley’s Cup would find its way to
Pittsburgh for the first time ever.
But Lemieux’s talent alone could only
take the team so for. Their improvement
plateaued for a couple of seasons until the
Penguins h it their highest win total in team
history in the 1988-1999 season when they
reached 40 wins and finally made the play
offs for the first time since 1982-1983 and
the first time in Lemieux’s career.
Still, the Penguins lacked something and
General Manager, Craig Patrick, knew ju st
what it was.
He acquired Ron Francis from Hartford,
hired Bob Johnson as coach and selected an
18-year old kid from Kladno, Czechoslovakia

jam
scores^ you gigt ff^ rir it yflSBBPBP®16 *ce
w hil^B e other team scores, you’gei a -1. So,
for example, if you are on the ice for three of
your team’s goals and on the ice for only one
of the other team ’s goals, you are a +2.
To sum it u p ... if your best defensive play
er is -12, you have problems, but the team is
still +26 in total goals scored.
9. Calgary Flames (30-16-6): Although
Calgary is leading, th eir division and
Colorado is actually two spots beindtbem in
third, I felt it necessary to rank them behind
Colorado for a few reasons. F irst, they are
o n ^ three points ahead of Colorado in the
diviatea and Vancouver is still sandwiched
between!them. Calgary can drop,to third
any givfm night and although the roster is
padded ^ i& a few popular names, the only
one I would rely on is Jarome Iginla.
The defending W estern ^ififeren ce
Champions may hang on unm the playoffs,
but they may*®! rem ain in the Power 10
for the remainder of the season. This is one
team th at is definitely on the bubble,
m NewJersey Devils $6404): The Devils
have been quiet all season because they, like
their rival Flyers, have had their goalie miss
a portion of the season a s^gjgtf as a fjgs^key
goal-scorers.
’»¿li
Since the3 return <§l Patrick Elias, J p
Devils JgK'e bejsns-one pfi-the hottest:;team
in thaBNHL ¿and wiSkrantinue to COB the
stanJm g a s wefi as Ihp/Power B^nljpgs.
can never count out anyleanifjjtiat
B redrar in net,
:
only thing' th at could jfossiblyJ |u rt
4 ^ r m fe p ^ e . Theyfare th^jfonly
goals
co u rtesy of m sn.foxsports.com
mtly-2
Mario Lemieux brought the Stanley Cup to
one of Pittsburgh for the first time in the team’s
24-year history in 1991.
in the NHL.

named Jarom ir Jagr, as their first round
draft pick in 1990.
In their first season together, No.s 66
and 68 skated together and had an instant
impact on the team.
The Penguins won their division th at
season and eventually won the Stanley Cup
against the Minnesota North Stars in six
games.
Although Lemieux only played in 26
games th at season, the success of the team
was clearly due to Lemieux’s presence.
And as if to make a statem ent, Lemieux
took the Penguins back to the Stanley Cup
finals in the 1991-1992 season where they
took the Cup for a second straight year.
That year, Lemieux and Jagr combined
for 76 goals and 124 assists.
Everything looked great for the resurging
Penguins until their coach was diagnosed
with brain tumors and Lemieux was diag
nosed with Hodgkin’s disease. The skies
turned dark over Pittsburgh and all hope
seemed to beiost.
But after a month’s radiation treatm ent,
Lemiuex returned to the NHL and won the
scoring title his very first season back.

courtesy of legendsoftiockey.net

Lemieux has cleared the way for rookie phenom, Sidney Crosby. Crosby has been called
"the next Gretzky,” and Penguin fans hope'
that nickname turns out to be true.

Lemieux took three years off starting in
1997 and worked in the Penguins front offcie
until 2000 when he returned with the team ^
on the ice, but has only scored 77 goals in
those five seasons, which is a lot lower than
his career average.
Now Lemieux can look back to managing
situations with the team in their front office.
He has a promising young team to look after,
especially the talent of young 18 year old
Sidney Crosby.
The next step for the Pittsburgh Penguins
does not involve Mario Lemieux and the next
step for “Super Mario” does not involve the
Penguins, so there is nothing more to say
than so long to Mario Lemieux, and so long
to an era.
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Player of The Week
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Which baseball player holds the record for most
homeruns with a single team ?
LAST EDITION'S QUESTION

t -

ANSWER TO LAST EDITION'S QUESTION

3
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Jack Doyie w as the first pinch-hitter in b aseball.
He did this only once in the 189 2 se aso n .
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Unscram ble ‘Em
) ckptari ory

2.

) tebrt Ihlu

Sophomore .r-V ' .
Hometown: Denvilfe, NJ
Garrabrant put up a double-double with
10 points, 10 rebounds and two assists
against Hunter College.

Unscramble These NHL Players

1.

wm

UM

Editor

Editor

5
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H o n o ra b le

M entions

DERRICK GODUTO
Senior.
Hometown: Stanhope, NJ

3.

) rarjoim rajg

4.

) debnrna hansnaah

5.

) rtepe gresbfo

6.

) aketpri salie

Goduto had three wins in the NE/
Metro duals Me is currently 14-1
for the season and is ranked No. 8
overall In D III 133 pound class.

J A M A I^ p R D

7.

) dyna Iteyahe

8.

) nmdioki akshe

9.

) nimso geang

Hometown; Secaucus, NJ
Fonfêiëbred 13 points accompa
n ie d ^ three rebounds, six assists
and tw o steals against Rutgers-

e u ß e o uoluis ‘>|3SBh ^ ihuioq ‘A ereen Ausa
‘seng pouted ‘ß je q sjo j jsja d ‘uel|eubi| s irepuejg ‘jßBp j |wojBr ‘||riH Hsjg ‘Aoy >pujBd :sj3 msuv

ifl an .
E f"

N ew ark rf V / * I

[W o m e n 's) I
NJAC

O verall

Ram apo
Rutgers-N ew ark
W illiam Paterson
TCNJ
Richard Stockton
NJCU
Row an

8-4
8-4
8-4
7-5
7-5
7-5
5-7

15-4
15-4
13-6
13-6
12-6
11-7
11-7

MSU

5-7

9-10

K ean
Rutgers-Cam den

5-7
0-12

8-10
1-17

T h is W e e k

NJAC

O verall

Richard Stockton

10-2

15-3

MSU

10-2

13-6

Kean
TCNJ
Rutgers-N ew ark
W illiam Paterson
NJCU
Ram apo
Row an
Rutgers-Cam den

8-4
8-4
7-5
6-6
4-8
3-9
3-9
1-11

13-6
11-7
12-7
10-9
9-9
8-11
5-14
5-14

CYNTHIA WARRINGTON
Sophomore
l^^rhetown: Villas, NJ'
Warrington had 10 points and
tw o Assists and helped MSU
women continue to go unde
feated at home.

JONATHAN ARTHUR
Sophomore
Hometown; Maplewood, NJ

T h is W e e k

Sat. vs. Rutgers-Camden 2 p.m.
W ed. @ NJCU 8 p.m.

Sat. vs. Rutgers-Camden 4 p.m.
W ed.
NJCU 6 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
1/28 - MSU 59, Rutgers-N ew ark 71

Last W eek's Results
1/28 - MSU 62, Rutgers-N ew ark 43
1/30 - MSU 57, H u n ter 47

Arthu^ scored 16 points with nine
rebounds, four assists and three
steals in MSU's loss to RutgersNewark

NHL Power-10 Rankings

Roger Federer/Pete Sam pras

PG. 26

PG. 25

The Student Voice of
V o l. 85 Issu e 15

teiair State University Since 1928
F e b ru a ry 2, 2 0 0 6
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The M ontclarkm I Jo se O rtiz

R ed H aw ks Flo ck in g Together
Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

The Red Hawk women’s bas
ketball team has been doing some
thing that their male counterpart
has had trouble doing all season
long: winning.
The team is undefeated this sea
son on their home court but if you
look up and down the NJAC indi
vidual statistics leaders you won’t
see many MSU players at the top
of the list. Aside horn sophomore
Jess G arrabrant’s league leading
55 percent field goal shooting, MSU
players only appear three other
times on the top five of any statisti

cal category.
“I think our overall team chem
istry has been an integral part
of our success,” said second year
women’s basketball head coach,
Beth O’Boyle. “It’s the work ethic
and attitude of all 14 players in
practice th at really helps us get
better everyday.”
While as individuals, their num
bers may not be so attention grab
bing, as a collective team , they are
in the top five in 13 of 16 statistical
categories throughout the NJAC.
Apparently 2006 is the year of
MSU women’s basketball. Before
file new year, the Red Hawks were
5-4 with a 4-1 conference record.

Since then the team has gone 8-2
and lost only one conference game.
“I.th in k the turning point of
our season was beating Richard
Stockton when they were unde
feated and ranked No. 18 in the
nation,” O’Boyle said. “We played
top teams in the nation before, but
against Stockton, we competed and
executed for 40 minutes.”
Since th at 58-56 victory on the
Red Hawks’ home floor, the team
has pieced together a five game
winning streak During th at time
they have outscored their opponents
by a m argin of more than 10 points
per game.
The Red Hawks may have one

of the deepest benches in the con
ference. Players like sophomores
M arianne McGovern, C ynthia
W arrington, Am anda Melo,
Michelle Madej, Jess Horan and
Brianna Davis have all been hugely
vital to the success of women’s bas
ketball team. This season they
have had seven different players
lead the team in scoring.
Veteran leadership from players
like senior Amanda Mullaney and
team captain Stephanie Machin
have lifted the Red Hawks late in
games when the offense needed a
jump sta rt or the when defense was
lagging behind. Machin dropped
31 crucial points against W’illiam

Paterson University, including 20
in the second half to escape with a
three point win. Mullaney is among
the conference leaders in blocked
shots this season, and along with
Ferin Catlett, she has altered more
shots than recordable.
The Red Hawks will finish
off the regular season with five
straight conference games, includ
ing two very tough matches against
TCNJ and Richard Stockton.
“The toughest part of our season
is still ahead,” O’Boyle said. “We
will need to perform at a high level
to continue to be successfid in the
NJAC. The best games are still
ahead of us.”

The M ontclarion I Anthony Ingersoll

The Red Hawk women’s basketball team is undefeated at Panzer Gym so far this season. They’ve gone 8-2 since the new year and have only lost two conference games all season long.

